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A crowd reacts to the sexual harassment survey. (Eric Stites photo) 
TwO to face 
raPe charges 
By Mary Tamer \ New Hampshire, was released 
Two m·en, one a UNH. stu: on $5000 personal recognizance 
r dent, were arrested and charged I bail. Parmenter was detained 
with the rape of a UNH woman at Strafford County Correctional 
at her home in the Garrison Facility'until his $2000 cash bail 
Avenue apartments early Sat- was raised. -
. ur?ay morning after the alleged All information concerning 
cnme w~s reported to the Dur- the alleged victim is . being 
ham PolICe Department. withheld by the police. 
. Joseph M. Salsbury, 22, a 
senior WSBE student and broth- Salsbury's probable cause 
· er of Sigma Phi Epsilon, and Lee hearing is ~et for May 24 in 
P. Parmenter, 22, a resident of Durham District Court. Par-
Boston, Massachusetts, were menter will face charges this 
Sex experiences ~tudied 
taken into custody for the in- Friday. . . . . . 
ciderit which allegedly occured Accordrng t9 an article rn 
around4:00 a.m. Saturday morn- Foster's _D~ily Democrat, t.\-ie 
irig. Salsbury, as a resident of _ alleged v1Ct1m knew Salsbury. 
Unwanted sex still common One bOoked for 
sexual assault By Susan Flynn 10 percent of UNH women have had unwanted sexual i~- · 
tercourse over this past year, 
according to the findings of a 
recent questionaire conducted 
by the. UNH Social Science 
Research Center. 
33 7 males and 524 females 
responded .to a 16 page ques-
tionnaire that was distributed 
to twenty randomly picked 
classrooms during the last week 
of February, said Project Assist-
ant Kathy Chapman. 1 
56 percent of the women said 
they had experienced inter-
course after having said no. 
The group categorized un-
wanted sexual experiences as 
· sexual contact, unwanted at-
tempted intercourse and un-
wanted sexual intercourse. · 
The seven person commitee 
that designed the survey con-
sisted of four faculty, two wom-
en students arid one project 
assistant. 
The gr6up defined "unwant-
ed" as the person being certain 
at the time that they did not 
want to engage iri a se:"ual · 
experience. 
, · 3 5· percent of the woman had 
experienced unwanted sexual 
contact and 20 percent had 
experienced unwanted attemp-
ted intercourse. 
82 percent of the unwanted 
sexual intercourse occured with 
either a friend, acquain~ance, 
casual date, boyfriend or' girl-
friend. 
75 percent of the unwanted 
intercourse occured in a UNH 
dorm and 14 percent occured , 
in a fraternity.' 
. 61 percent of the unwanted 
intercourse occured after a party. 
86 percent of the unwanted 
intercourse occured after the 
male h~d used akhohol and 79 
percent after the female had 
used alchohol. 
According to Ward, the re-
sults of this study were consist-
ent with other major univer-
sities. 
The questionnaire also found 
that 90 percent of UNH females 
were afraid to walk on certin 
areas around campus. 
Eve Goodmon, the recently 
appointed S_<:xual Harassment 
Many-speak out 
at open forum 
·By Bryan AlexanLer 
. · Have you· ev_er wanted to tell 
all ofUNH "T-hall is a sham!" 
"Gordan Haaland is a weenie!" 
or "The encfis near!" 
Students were given the op-
portunity to do just tha( yester- _ 
day in the Student Speakout on· 
the lawn outside of Thompson 
Hall. A. ~teady crowd of 300 
students Hstened to other stu-
dents made use of an open 
microphone to air any views or . 
opinions. 
T h e S p e a k o u t , a n- · --i.ii_~ a 
thought ·up and organized hy 
senior communication major 
Rick Monroe, was scheduled for 
last Thursday. But poor wi:ather 
cancelled the event and it was 
rescheduled for yesterday. 
The weather was beautiful 
and the students were bountiful 
as student after student took 
their turn at the microphone. 
The topics ranged from the 
student apathy, to the absurdity 
of cracking down on parties on 
campus. . 
One topic which came up in 
many of the speeches was the 
amount of money put into 
Thompson Hall and its lack oJ 
purposes . for students. 
When students were asked 
how many had been inside the 
building since the renovati_on, 
only a few _raised their hands. 
This prompted Kathleen Haley, 
· a junior, to sugge~t that students 
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and R~pe Pfevention Program 
(SHARPP) coordinator · said 
these fears should be taken into 
consideration, but unwanted 
sexual experiences are not hap-
pening with strangers. 
"This· only feeds /to the as-
sumption that a stranger nabs 
you a,t the bushe§," said Good-
mon. "It's with someone you · 
know. 
54 percent of the women who 
experienced unwanted sexual _ 
intercourse believe they were 
psychologically damaged. 39 
percent of these women did not 
tell anyone about the incident. 
According to Chapman, dis-
tribution of the questionnaire 
will be an ongoing event occur-
ing at the end of each academic 
year. 
"We are continuing to analyze 
the written responses on the 
questionnaire," said .Chapman. 
"Now we are really going to 
delve into our results. 
The committee will be mak-
ing a formal presentation in the 
June to the University admin-
istration. 
By Pamela DeKoning walte. She said, "To the best of 
Sexual assault charges have our knowledge, it allegedly 
been filed with the University happened sometime Sunday 
Judicial ·system in connection night." - · 
to an incident that allegedly took Dean of Students J. Gregg 
-place off-campus last~weekend. . Sanborn said, "It 's my :µ:nder-
When asked to confirm re- standing that charges are forth-
ports thauhe a~leged attacker coming related to this incident." 
is a Tau Kappa Epsilon bi;other, No criminal charges have 
Cindy Garthwaite, assistant ' been .filed in _the case, according 
dean of students said, "I believe to Garthwaite. She said the 
so." alleged victim may or may not 
TKE President Dave Tµornp- . file criminal charges and that 
son said, "As far as I know', the decision is entirely that of 
nothing happened." the -alleged victim. 
The accused perpetrator and The alleged victim has been . 
the alleged victim are both referred to the SHARPP Pro-
UNH students, according to gram for consultation and ad-
Garthwaite. vocacy support, according to 
The University would not Garthwaite. 
release the names of the accused As sanctioned in the U niver-
student and alleged victim based sity' s interim judicial proce-
on confidentiality guaranteed dures, the hearing will be held 
by the Buckley Amendment. before a hearing officer rather 
' Charges of sexual assault an1 than a judicial board. The min-
charges related to sexual assault imum sanction for any proven 
were filed with the University sexual assault is suspension, 
yesterday, according to Garth- according to Garthwaite. 
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Sexual stereotypes . frustrate UNH women athletes 
By Leslie Robinson 
One day, when seninr Katey 
Stone was a freshman, her 
. roommate sat talking to a male 
·visitor. Her-roommat'e .told him 
that St◊rte played ice hockey and 
'hi.cros~e. 
"Oh," he said knowingly, 
slowl y nodding his head. Stone's 
roommate spoke an elongated 
"No," and shook her · head 
vigorously. 
No mo.re words were neces~ 
sary, because both knew what 
the other meant. If Stone was 
an athlete, · especially if she 
played-certain. sports, than the 
male student felt justified in · 
assuming _she was gay. 
Before her freshµrnn year t 
Stone hadn't even been aware 
of the ste-reotype of female 
athletes~ The stereotype--that 
women athlete_s are, at least, 
·. masculine, and at most, lesbian- · 
-has since never been far from· 
her mind. 
"It's been such a major thing 
for four years," Stone says, angry 
that athletes' sexual orientation 
has .remained such a popular 
conversation topic on campus. • 
While disagreeing about its 
.current strength, nea.rly all 
athletes, coaches, administrators 
and students agree that the 
stereotype of women athletes 
still exists at UNH. Some say 
· it's applied not just to athletes, 
but to all those involved in 
women's. sports . .According to 
coaches and administrators, the 
stereotype has tangibly hu7t 
women's athletics in such areas 
as attendance and recruiting. 
Cathy Derrick, the women's 
sports information director, has 
no doubt the stereotype still 
exists. 
"1'm constantly being asked 
about some of.our women ath-
letes: Is she •straight? ls she gay? 
Does she have _a boyfriend?" sa:id 
Derrick. " · · · ' · · 
For the most p·arr, · those 
asking are the male employees 
in the fieldhouse . They know 
Derrick, and feel _comfortable 
asking her such questions. . 
"I ·don't -know why they ask 
me," Derrick says. "I don't know 
why they care_ r, · 
"They also as_$urr'ie some of • 
our coaches and administrators 
are gay. I think that's more of 
an issue;to them then whether 
athletes are gay," Derrick say-
s."And I think that trickles down 
to the athletes." 
·"It seems to be a real issue 
to them as -to how much they 
respect a persQn and how much · 
they will be sociable with them," 
Derrick says. "I think that's kind 
of an archaic way to be." 
Gymnastics coach Gail Goods-
peed, ,who is also . a sports 
psychologist, agrees that wom-
efl's coaches are also caught 
under the homosexual stereo-
type. , 
"That exists in the fieldhouse. 
That exists across the country," 
Goodspeed says. 
Another women's coach, who 
~sked to be anonymous, says, 
.-. "I think a lot of people look 3:t 
me because I'm a coach, and 
. wonder if I am (gay) ." 
It is'f.'t a real burden, says 
Good-speed. "It just puts me on 
the defensive." · 
Shesays she nevex thought 
about the stereotype in high 
schoo-1 or college, and· rarely 
thinks about it now. But she 
does, because she's ·now, a coach. 
"And that's a step further," 
said Goodspeed. "That's total 
immersion in women's athlet..: 
ics." 
Opinion is somewhat ·mixed· 
over whether the stereotype is 
as pote-nt <!.S it once was.'Tm 
sure it doe-sn't exist as much as 
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Frat. ordered to disband .··NRC. pro,-poses to ease Plant explodes in Nevada 
Florida State University ordered ·a fraternity to rules for . Seabrook . A series of explosions destroyed a space shuttle 
_close down for five years for the rape of a student Juel plant and a candy ~a~mry ffn Wednesday. Tlie 
at ~~e frat_ernity house and subsequent cover-up, The Nude.ar: Regulatory Commision voted 4- ?l~st~ generated a toxic cloud of 5 squa,re_ miles, 
officials said. · . . · 0 yesterday to propose a rules change that would mJurmg more than 150 people and leaving ·dthers 
"I hope what we're doing sends out a message allow the Seabrook, N.H., reactor to obtain a low- unaccounted for, authorities said. · 
we do take this very seriously," Dean of .Students power operating license without .a siren system Because of the toxic smoke and flames ·' it was 
Jaines Hayes said Monday. "The nature of the whole to warn nearby Massachusetts residents in an · not immediately known whether all the ~6rkers 
in<:ident was so serious that to be responsible you emergency. at the pla.qJs had escaped. Initially, authorities said 
have to take action.'' - The proposal, which will be subjected to a 30- _ ohe person had been kil-led, and · there were 
· Officials at the University ·accepted the recco- day public comment period before a_ final NRC vote, u~con~irmed · repo~ts that nine persons had died, 
mendation, to disband the fraternity after a four- would apply to any plants seeking a 5 percent power said Mike Cool, assistant Clark county manager. 
day hearing by a panel made up of members of the license, but was ·aimed at Seabrook. .· _La~er, Gov. Richard Bryan said two persons were 
University _community. · . · In_ February, the Atom'ic Saf{ty and Licensing miss.mg but there were no confirmed deaths. 
University officials announced the action ten Appeal Board blocked a low-power permit for -- ~la_mes and, orange -smoke rose in:to ·the sky, arid 
days after a grand jury report was released .. The Seabrook because there wa~ no siren system in place buildmgs shook in Las Vegas 10 miles_ away after 
_ report urged the University to crack down on Pi for the si:x Mass<}chusetts communities that fall the exJ?losion_ af the Pacific Engineering & 
Kappa Alpha fraternity, where the co-ed was within the 10-mile evacuation zone around the Production Co. m the southern Nevada community 
aHegedly raped on March 5 by two fraternity southern New Hampshire plant. of Henderson. . . . . 
brothers. . .. · · The rules change would allow Se·abrook owners _Two bla~ts, which -leveled the fuel pla~t and ~he · 
The grand jury report stated that the 18-year to obtain the low-power license and go ahead with Kl'~d & Co. marshmallo,w factory _next door, 
old victim was raped by more than one person. In testing while trying to get approval of an alternative re~istered on the earthquake seismographs 200 
addition, she had _obscene words and a fraternity siren system. An approv.ed warning system would miles away at the California Institute of Technology 
symbol scrawled on her thighs. still be necessary to obtain a full-power license:- in Pasadena. · · 
It is alleg~d that other fraternity members tried The idle $5.4 bilJion plant is losing $50 miUion Meese's let·t'e· r·· ··broke no 
to stymie the university's investigation, which led each month in maintance and finance costs, plant 
to the arrest of the men. . . · . officials· say1 · . . · · f · , - 'J t• 
. The president of Pi Kappa Alpha, Brant -Byrd, · aWS-Or regU a IODS 
deni_ed the c~.irges th~t tpe f_raternity failed . to aid . . - Fr_ e_nch: hostages .. freed . . Attorney General Edwin Meese III broke no laws 
the investigation." . , · · . · 1 · h · · 'T'h F · b. h · •. h ldb . 1 · or regu at10ns w e-n he wrote a letter -soliciting · 'T kno.w that we eooperated with FSlJ police from" · _ 1.- ree renc • ostages e ya pro- ranian group · L b 1 d W d 1 · d Th f 30,000 lawyers arid businessmen to J·oin h_im at a · 
· t~e-beginni,ng and_ will continue to," Byrd said. -m e anon were re ease e nes ay. e reed 
- inen were identified as Jean-Paul Kauffqiann, 44, conference in Japan, Justice Department officials 
_.Int' '-e _r·c'. om le-· ads to arres· ts a journalist, Marcel Fontaine, 45, and Marcel Carton, - said. _- · · - . · · 64, both diplom·ars. • · · · -The officials acknowledged that the department 
A couple· who say they heard a drug deal bei-pg · The.extent of negotiations for tQe hostages release was unaware that a profit-making organization 
d 
"b d k H h d d was setting u~ the trip. escti e . over an electronic monitor they use to were not nown. owever, eavy eman s were r-
listefl for_ sounds in their IJ_aby's room alerted police presepted at an ea.lier time during talks on ,their · ' At a news conference at the JuStice Depar_tment, 
who later arrested three men. · · · fate, by-both the kidnapper~ in Lebanon and Iranian chief spokes-man Terry -E"'asdand said AssiS tant 
Lt. Cad Smith said police came to the couple's · officiak Attorney General Charles J. Cooper, head of the 
home Friday night -after the_parents said they heard • The demands ranged from a ba-Q on French arms department's legal counsel, concluded after review-
a man's voice setting up a drug· deal. Later the same sales to Ira_q, Iran'~ e_nemy in the Iran Iraq war, ing the facts that " this does m,eet applicable legal and ethical standards:'' · · 
night, police arrested the men and seized 80 grams to the release of Anis N accache from a french prison-. The m_atte~ is also under invet1gation by the Office 
of cocaine. Naccache )s the lea_der of a faction that attempted 
Th 
· - • f 
1 
• p • • • of Government et_ hies, which polic_ies a pres.idential 
· •· '- : e suspects were arrested -:ifter they gave their to assasmate a ot m:er ranian rime Mmister in· 
dd 
, , . . , ,· · . · · · · - · · order forbidding officials from conflicts of interst 
a· -ress ap.d te lephone number wlii le -orde r ipg a · .Paris. . . . . . . , , , , ·. · h h h f 
P izza over a cordless ph_on_ e .. T_. he .signals can b.·. e -- ~ .. 'The.ie':a:i;-'e ·_sttll .l\6%tag·~s .held _by pro-Iranian Shite or actions t at ave t e. appear ence 
O 
· conflict or 
, i favoritism... · . - , · 
-int,en:ep ted,by Qther electroQ.i;C ~quipmen\ on the' . ~ o~l~rn. .. gr.ob.ps)q Leban<jri,' riib.~ ·Ainericans, three 
same frequency, -such as! the baby monitor. . I. '~r.tton_i,:a~d'\~rl(o~~~r .~fst¥r'ner~., ~ .· . . . ' 
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Man charged for 
aggravated DWI 
By Bill Quinn 
A University of New Hamp-
shire student was arrested for 
aggravated DWI when the q1r 
he was driving rear ended 
another vehicle about 1000 ft. 
from tpe Hampton Toll Booth 
on Route 95 North early Sunday 
morning. 
Keith Goodwin, a senior from 
Norwood, Ma., faces up to a 
maximum of a year in jail or a 
$500 fine and revocation of his 
license foi six months if found 
guilty of the charge. , 
~oodwin, a senior at UNH 
was driving North bound on 
.Route 95 when his .Subaru 
slammed into the station wagon 
of Dianne Cannon of Kittery, 
Maine. · 
Thomas Doll, a passenger in 
the Cannon vehicle was treated 
and rel~ased from Exeter, Hos--
pital for minor injuries. 
New Hampshire State troop-
er Neal Socha was the investi-
gating officer on the scene. 
"The Goodwin vehicle was . 
travel'ing,,,at an excessive ,,r:a'.te 
of speed wpen it rear ended the 
other vehicle," said Socha. · 
"It looked ·like a giant accor.:. 
dian, all scrunched up," said Ari 
Milstein, a UNH student and 
eye witness to the accident. "The 
other .vehicle was trashed too," 
said Milstein. 
Aggravated DWI occurs 
when the blood alcohol level is 
above .20. DWI is cha-rged when 
the blood alcohol level between 
.10 and .20. 
Traffic on 95 North was 
restricted ta one lane for an hour 
before the cleat;mp pro<;:ess was 
completed. · 
Week of activities 
bonds UNH Greeks 
By Jeff Novotny 
Brothers from Phi Kappa 
Theta and Tau Kappa Epsilon 
battled each other in a game of 
pick-up basketball. Also, on the 
front lawn of · Sigm_a Alpha 
Epsilon, a gathering of about 
20 people watched a volleybaU 
game betwe~n fraternity broth-
ers. Thes·e were only a few of 
the activities around campus 
being led by Greek participation. 
These., events, though, wtre 
more ' than just fun for the 
fraternity brothers. They are 
part of an attempt by the Greek 
System to "unite the fraternity 
houses and to get other peopl~ 
to see the Greek System" accord-
ing to Phi Kappa Theta brother. 
Patrick Sheehan. 
This week is the first annual 
"Greek Week" ·at UNH. Peter 
Yianopoulos, the president of 
Phi Kappa Theta, said that the 
idea ha·s been around for a few 
about a girl being sexually 
harassed, it was on the front,. 
page of the paper:" he said. "But 
my fraternity has been_ doing 
philanthropy for at least three 
years, and it never gets public-
ized." 
Steve Burnham, a Sigma Phi 
Epsilon brother, notices the 
·same __ things. 
· "A lot of people who aren't 
Greek support us. But the peo-
ple who don't ,supp.ort us are . 
more apt to go out of their way 
to tell people the bad things," 
he said. 
Throughout this week, each 
fraternity house is pushing the 
brothers for participation in the 
activities of Greek Week. Some 
of the activities will not only 
bring together the fraternities 
to show their unity, but will also 
benefit organ_izations. · 
Each participant at a Greek 
Week activity is required to 
· rrGreek Week is .a promising 
start _ to making ·the Greek 
system more visible in a positive 
fashion .JJ 
ye<J,rs b~t never materialized. bring a can of food, which will 
. Yiaq.opoulos ad_mitted the be donated to St. Thomas Moore 
_Greek Sys.tern is putpo~ely- at- Parish. Also, each fraternity and 
tempting to p_ortray a be't ter sorority is donating $100 to the 
image in hopes that the bad. Cystic Fibrosis Foundat'ion, ,a, 
publicity fraternities receive will grand total of $2,100. _ 
disappear. · -
"This week is almost like a Neil Theberge, a Phi Kappa 
Greek Awareness Week" said Theta brother, said that Greek 
Week is a good idea because it Yianopoulos, "We want to show 
_ that the Greek System can act allows the people in the system 
as a unit, and when they act to get together and work to-
wards a common goal. ·together it will be a positive 
force." "I think that for a group this 
Currently, the Greek System ·.size to be excited about helping 
at UNH is under fire. Yiano.:. · organizations like Cystic Fibro-
poulos said that over the next sis and have fun while doing it 
twenty or so months, the Greek is an admirable quality for any 
' System will be "closely ob- 'institution," Theberge said. 
served" ·by the university. "Gr¢.ek Week is a promising 
Yianopoulos sees the bad _ start iX:o making the Greek 
image of fraternities as a result Systerri'more visible in a pos•itive 
of only the negative aspects of fashion," stated Yianopoulos. 
fraternities being publicized. · "This event can only enhance 
· "When there ~as a prank our image (Greek's), especially 
phone call to one frater_nity . in the eyes of the university." 
Th~ senators holding cha.ir positions next semester take time out to smile. (Eric Stites photo) 
Sellcite · chair positions · filled 
By Roberta Russo 
Student Body President ai:id 
Vice-President Wendy.: Ham-
mond'and Mike Rose appointed 
eight new chairpersons to the 
executive councils of the Student 
Senate during their 'first ~xec-
utive meeting Tuesday night. 
Hammond and Rose selected 
the new executive council chair-
people at the meeting although 
Dennis O'Connell was acting 
as interim Pr~sident until the 
new executives were sworn in. 
"A lot of time was involed 
with each decision," said Ham-
mond. "We feel that everyone 
we picked was very qualified." 
Those appointed include: 
Alex Weill-Academics; Chris-
tine Pariseau/Pete Simmons_-
Commuter Transit Authorities; 
Erin Dwyer-Financial 1,Affa.irs 
and Administration; Liz 
Delucia-Health and Human 
Services; Rob Rodler-Judicial; 
Trisha Rice-Residential Life; 
Mike Desmarais-Student Life; 
and Tim Silk/Michele Scenna-
Students for the University. 
'Tm very excited for the 
opportunity to be on exec," sJid 
Mike Desmarais, chairperson 
for Student Life. "I'm optimistic 
abou·t next _ year and plan to get 
a lot done." · 
The only council changes 
from prior years is the appoint-
ment of "co's" for the SFU and 
CTA chairs. "It wouldn't be an 
even division of duty," said 
Hammond, "We will have two 
people focus on different 
thing~." 
For the Commuter Transit 
Authorities couns:il, the rieed 
for co-cha.irpeople ·was evident, 
said Hammond. 
"Two people would be able 
to do more due to the number 
of people commuting to UNH," 
Hammond said. "We hope that 
with two peopie we can get the 
council more active." 
Either Pariseau or Simmons 
will focus on the shuttle re-
negotiations and the other will 
focus on commuters, said Ham-
mond. , 
For Students for the U niver-
sity council, Scenna and Silk will 
divide work on the budget and 
voter registration, said Ham-
mond. . 
"There is a mixture of qual-
, ifications, experience 'and work 
ability," said Hammond of her 
new .appointees.: "We feel a lot 
will be done." 
Fisher claims UNH students 
excel deSpite environment / 
B_y Susan Flynn tually marginalized." 
On Sunday afternoon English According to Fisher the prob-
professor Lester Fisher spoke lem with the UNH culture is 
at the Honors Convocation 'that it makes the voicing of 
acknowledg~g the accomplish- di'ssenting views_ difficult. 
ments of the iridividual UNH _ "A lot of people o.q, this 
students in spite of "an envir- campus," said Fisher, "ha"V'@. 
o n-m e n t w h e r e m e <I; n. - become too comfortable to say 
spiritedness and pettiness something." · 
abound." Fisher said he kept jn mind 
"A university has to be a place who he wanted to speak to and 
where competing and dissenting also who would overhear when · 
points of views exist and are he wrote,""f1-is c_o_r:i-vocation ad-
capable of being voiced," said dress. · 
Fisher. . "1 stayed away from la~ 
According to Fisher, Presi- anything personal about anyone ' 
dent Gordan Haaland asked him or myself," said Fisher. 
to speak at the convocation eight . Fisher also addressed the need 
weeks ago, and he had been for students to have certain 
working on the piece since that experiences made available to 
time. them. , · 
"I see the piece as a carefully .... There needs to be m_ade 
orchestrated_piece of writing," available to you _experiences· 
· said Fisher. · · · ,', · · ·. , : .. with people of color, 'both in the · 
, Fisher spoke to the gta_dufi~es dassroom and in the University 
a6out the S\}£Cess 'df ' their. w9rk: , community ' more generally;" -
-that has occured·i~university said Fisher. 
that has been unable io define · Fisher pointed to Jacob Bro-
its "educational mission, role, nowski' s assertion in "The 
and ·task while it has regularly Ascent of Man," that "diversity 
been hampered by tpe hi.ck of is the propeller of evolution." 
_adequate financial resources, At the closing of his addres·s 
-p1jncipally because of the Fisher introduced Sojourner 
historically-parsimonious prac- Truth, a black woman slave who· 
rices of the legislato~and travelled throughout the.United 
politicians of this state." , States speak_ing for emancip3:-
Fisher said too many students tion and women's rights. 
are not .able to see what really Fisher then read· a Robert 
is happening within the admin- . Hayden poem that examined, 
istration.- · the magnitude of strength with-
your way into the future," s·aid 
Fisher. 
David Lusk, a senior psychol-
ogy honors student said he 
found Fisher's speech to be 
extremely effective. 
'The University needs to be 
questioned by someone like 
that," said Lusk. · 
According to Lusk, speaking 
<?n women's issues was especial-
ly effectiv~ because Fisher was 
also a minority but didn't limit 
himself to racial issues. 
Lusk said he was aggravated 
that the con.vocation spent little 
time recognizing the achieve--
ments of students. 
FISHER, page 6 
~.fisher also said that many in the voice of Sojourner Truth. 
peo·pie are afraid. to publicly Fisher ·rhen asked .the group 
criticize the University b~ause of honors students to follow the 
they are afraid of being "mt's--- stars. LES FISHER (Sharon D~no-
understood, labeled and even- _ ''.In making minds ~tars light ___  van photo) 
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ON THE SPOT 
What do you think abo-ut the $600 tuition hike for out .of state 
students? - - - / _. " 
ul think the raise in out oJ state 
tuition is ridiculous. 1 find the 
idea of other students paying 
more than twice as much as me 




ff/i's too bad it's gotta go up for 
one group and not the other. I 
just hope the administration 
uses it right. " 
Anne Miyares 
Junior 
Math Secondary Educ. 
~(air~~. 
. ~llfC '3tne '3ood & Spt,ih 
. GET. DOWN TO T_H·E SEA 
SOMEHOW-
Enjoy fine dining throughout the year in a place where 
the seasons meet the sand ... The Carriage House Restaurant 
- on the beach - in breathtaking Rye, New Hampshire. 
Let our menu compliment the majesty of the· New _____ 
Hampshire coastline just outside our windows · with items 
such as: Sicilia·n Rabbit, Daily Indian Curry Dishes, RasI?berry 
-Duckling, a special variety of veal and beef dishes as well 
as our always_ fresh seafood catches. · -/ . .:~ _ . -, . · ~., <', _"-•: _ ·• 
-~ ,,... ,, ¥ ? X', ;·. - !. • ,, 
·we are open seven nights a week and Sun,da~/~(ll:-00: 
AM for brunch. A lighter fare menu is offered in our upstairs . 
dinfr1g room where the view is only better. We also have 
a private function room for special gatherings. 
The Carriage House has a 60 -year histo~y of fine 
continental dining to enhance the timeless beauty of the . 
Atlantic and the magical marching of the seasons. Come 
visit us in our relaxing atmosphere.:.and enjoy. 
nit's unreason.able, the out of 
state tuition is already double 




fTm from out of state. This is 
a _state university and they are · 
chargi_ng about as much as a 
·private university. People come 
here because it is a state univer-. 
-sity and they don'i seem to have 






only 15 days till graduat~on 
How ma·ny of you forgo
1
t to get caps a .r1t-; · 
gowns?? 
SENIORS----- don't forget ~o pick up 
your "rainy day" graduation -tickets ·ar 
_the Special Events. Office at Ham-Sm~tr.~ 
Get Your Tickets for the Class of '8:· 
Celebration Cruise for tuesday; the _l'a~- · < 
day of classes, May .- IOth from 7-? -
as soon as you can (if we are' n_ot sold Ol, . 
by the time this is printed!!) · 
The cost is only $13 which incl~d~s the_ 
roundtrip bus ride(leavirig Alumni Center 
. ·at 7p.m.), hors d'oeuvres, a DJ, and··the · 
3 hour c·ruis·e. There will be. a cash bay 
oil board. 
Tickets are available at the MUB ticket office 
call Kathy Bain 868-6145 or Paula Giannetto 8b;: - · 
6009. 
I 
P.S. The Senior Semiformal was cancellE-- __ 
due to a lack of interest. Those of you wt_ 
purchased a ticket will be refunded your ~\. 
as sbon as possible. Sorry for any incotc 
OPENING .EARLY FOR GRAD(JA~UON~(~:J)Qt·-: : ··: 1, ,-;l"~~n-~-~-
MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS NOW-(603)964-8251 ----,· , · · . ''STAYTUNEDFORMOREEVENTS .. ~ ... · 
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tackOf.molleY ', rillgs a1arms·· 
itt Durham Fire Department 
By 11\.manda L. Waterfield 
The Durham/UNH Fire De~ 
. partment will be losing four fire · 
fighters within the next month, 
according to Fire Chief Robert 
P. Wood. 
This loss in personnel brings 
the total of departing fire figh-
ters to over 40 since 1980 (over 
200% turnover), according to 
Bert Matheny, president of the 
Durham Professional Fire Figh- . 
ters Association, and a captain 
of the Durham/UNH Fire De-
partment. 
Matheny said that the fire 
fighters are leaving because they 
are disenchanted with the way 
things are handled by the Dur- · 
ham/UNH department. He 
said that concerns of the fire 
fighters include safety, pay, and 
benefits. ' ' 
Because of the high ·rate of 
turnover, the current fire figh-
ters .are not as familiar with t,he 
community as they should be, 
Matheny said. · 
He said that it takes about five 
years for a fire figh~er to learn 
an .. area suffice~tly, ancj t\-iat 
most of the Durham/UNH fire 
fighters have been with the 
department only a year or less. 
''The protection to the town 
and com,munity is suffering 
greatly," Matheny said. "Il's not 
because the fire fighters aren't 
try,ing." · 
Matheny said he is concerned 
for his own safety because of 
the lack of experienced person-
' nel. . 
'.'It bothers me and other fire 
fighters," he said. 
:fy!a5h_el'.l,Y, said. that pay has . 
also been aii" issue of concer'n. -
"One problem is indeed pay. 
Anyone who leaves gets paid 
· m~<t~.Jsewhere)," Matheny 
said. 
Durham/UNH fire figfit1Jli 
are also in need of more recog-
nition, according to Matheny. 
'.'We require a lot of our fire 
fighters, which is good, but there 
is no recognition for this," 
Matheny said. 
· · Matheny said . that there has 
been a battle going on between 
the University and the Dur-
ham/UNH fire departme,;it for 
a lqng time. He said the fire 
fighters have been attempting 
to get a contract withlhe"Sf9ooL 
"The University is harass.mg .. 
us. It's evident they' re not going 
to let the contract go through 
without a lot of fight," Matheny 
said. · · 
The fire department lacks drive. (Jacqueline Scott) 
Wood said that there should Wood said. 
be no pro~leni in hiring fire Wood. said that .he assumed 
fighters to replace the ones who the change was a-wise career 
are leaving. The department move for the departing fire 
reviews applications that come fighters. The fourth fire fighcer 
up on a rolling basis from the who is leaving will be moving 
state of New Hampshire, ac- to Florida, Wood said. The 
.. co..r~ing to -Wood. He said the timing of that man's departure 
state runs:a qualifyiqg exam for was "more or less coincedental," 
anyone who wants to become , he said. · 
a fire fighter, regardless of -Deputy Rick Mason of the 
experience. The town or city fire Por-bsmoth Fire Department 
dep'artment allows applicants would not confirm the hiring 
to take further admission exams of the three UNH men. He said 
based upon the result of the state that nothing will be definite 
exam, he added. until Monday. 
The Durham/UNH Fire De-
partment employs a totalof 12 "The vote will be finalized 
firefighters and four fire cap- ·. by the Fire Commission, and 
tains. · until then I can't-admit we're 
·:~we ._do have an~ q~_-duty hir~ng anyone," Ma:son said. 
minimum of four people," said Wood said that-the people 
Wood . . ~• going to Portsmouth did well 
Wood · said that~ event · in the application process. 
of there not berng enoµ'g-h . "Thafs a compliment to us," 
replacement firefighters hired, Wood said. "It speaks well of 
the gap wiJl be filled by overtime . their preparedness." 
hours. According to Wood, two of 
"The issue of overtime is not the fire fighters going to Ports-
an unusual circumstance. It's mouth will be leaving May 13th, 
ongoing~ That's part of doing and the third will be leaving 
business," said Wood: Durham as ofJune 5th. The fire 
He said that there will be no fighter leaving for Florida will 
change in the fire protection be leaving May 15th.• 
provided by the department. Matheny said that he suspects 
"We have a service to per- morefirefigh~erswillbeleaving 
form and we will perform it. We soon, if not by the end of this 
will respond to emergency and month, then by July. 
service requests," he said. 'They're disenchanted with 
Three of the four departing the way they're treated," Ma-
pien will be going to the Ports,- theny said. , · . 
mouth Fire Department, Wood "They're (the administration) 
said. · trying to make everyone think 
"Portsmouth is hiring a it's going to be O.K./' M_atheny 
number of people at one time," said. "l_t's not going to be O.K." 
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FRIITAY~ MAY 6. 
NH INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR - "New Perspectives 
on African Agriculture." Sara Berry, Boston University, Alumni 
Center, 4 p.m. 
MUSO DOUBLE FEATURE - "Living Daylights" and "Dr . 
N$ o." MUB Pub, 8 p.m. and l0 _p.m., students $3, general 
5 . 
SELF-PRESENTATION SEMINAR - with drama coach 
Stan Grindstaff.'Learn to relax in· front of.any audience. Friday, 
May 6 NeW' England ~enter $20/person. 
SATURDAY, MAY ,7 
UNIVERSITYAR T GALLERIES -:- "Senior Bachelor of · 
Fine Arts Exhibition." Thru June 24. Hours: M-W 10 am 
-4 pm; Th 10 am to 8 pm, Sa & S'u 1-5 pm, closed Fri. & holidays. 
COMPOSITION EXHIBITION - UNH Music 
Dept/International Horn Society ·present ·cQncerts of original 
compositions featurin_g the horn. John_so_n :rh~ater~ Paul 
Arts, 10 a.m., 3 p.m. and-8 p.m.~ free, public is mvited. · . 
,_ 
BASEBALL - vs. Northeastern-2, 1 p.m. 
CONCERT - DO' A . a world musk ensemble playing musical 
instrumnets from ah over the world. Proceeds to support 
human rights work of UNH Chapter of Amnesty International. . 
StrafforcfRoom, MUB, 8 p.m., general $10 ($8 in advance), 
·students/seniors/children $6. Tickets ·at MUB Ticket Office. 
· SUNDAY, MAY 8 
BASEBALL - vs. Northeastern, noon. 
MUSO FILM - "The Good, The Bad, and The Ugly/; Strafford 
Room1 MUB, 7 and 10 p.m., students $1, general $2. (Note 
secona show time change.) 
UNH CONCERT CHOIR AND ALUMNI GUEST 
Cleveland Howard, directing. Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 
8 p.m., free, open to public. · 
MONDAY,MAY9 
' ' 
. MUSICAL THEATER SHOWCASE - Representative 
musi~al theater performances from this year's musical theater 
classes; scenes/ songs span the history of American musical 
theater heritage. Hennessy Theater, Paul Arts, 7 p.m., $2 
donation to support Theater/Dance Scholarship funds. 
WRITERS SERIES - Graduate Student Reading. Forum 
Room, Library, 8 p.m. · · . · 
-TUESDAVi ltJA_Y 10· · ,~, -.,. 
LAST DAY OF CLASSES 
HUMANITIE,~ LECTURE ~ERlES ~ "A _Summ_ing µf;~ , 
Charles H. Leigh.ton, Spamsh aQ.d Classics. Room· 2 6, 
Hamilton Smith, 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. -
UNIVERSITY LIBRARIAN CANDIDA TE - Larry S. 
Sullivan, candidate for _position of UNH Librarian, will meet 
with UNh faculty ancf graduate students at 1 p.m., Forum 
Room, Dimond Library. · 
UNH SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA AND SYMPHONIC 
BAND _:_ Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m.,freej public 
invited. . · . , 
· CALEND~R lNFORMA TTON MUST BE SUBMITTED TO 
. THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES, ROOM 322, MUB. 
. (Observe deadlines o,n proper forms) 
e New iia11"pshire (USPS 379-280) is published and distrib~ted semi-weekly 
throughout the academic.year. Our offices are located in Room 151 of the Memorial 
Union Building , UNH, Durham, NH 03824. Business Ofice hours: Monday-
l;riday 10am-3pm. Academic year subscription: $24 .. 00. Thirct class postage 
paid at Durham, NH 03824. Advertisers should check their ads the first day;' '.~-
Tbe New Hampshire will in no case be responsil;,le for typographical-or other ·: 
,rrors, but will reprint that part of an i.dvenisment iii which a typographical 
• · error appears, if notified immediately. PO.STMASJ'ER: send address changes 
'P. anel d1·s cusse· s: women facult1 ;, .. ·-co-Tbe-New-Ha-mps-bire,_151 .. MV .. B,Vll!!!!IIINH_,l)_urha!ll!!l!ll!im,_NH-038-24.8 .. 000 .. <::op ... ies-prinllJllted .. _ :Y per issue b · Jr>urnal Tribune, Biddeford Maine. 
By ~ob Matthe~s 
According to Women's Com-
mission Coordinator Jan Har-
row, UNH women make up 51 
percent of the student body, but 
only twenty percent of the 
faculty. 
Jobs, wages, and the status 
of women ·at UNH was dis-
cussed by a four person panel 
Wednesday night to about 
twenty men and women in the 
Carrof-Belknapp Room of the 
MUB. 
Sponsored by the UNH Worn- · 
en's Center·, a pa,nel consisting 
oJ Jane Fithian (illustra-
tor/ designer, operating staff), 
Jaa Harrow (coordinator, Wom-
en's Commission), Leaf Selig-
m~n (instruci:·or, depa:ttmeht: ·;· 
. -, .,. ~ ~ .. ,:f.~ < • .l 
.of ·English), and Monica Wells 
( chairperson, Senate Health and 
· Human Services Council) told 
the audience that there is still 
a lot of work to be done to 
improve the image of women. 
Harrow said in the depart-
ments of chemistry, computer 
science, and mathematics, there 
are sixty-five female student~ 
to every one femak faculty 
member. In Life Sciences and 
Agriculture, she said the ratio 
is 115 ro· one. 
To help combat this problem, 
Harrow said a hiring handbook 
has been written by the Wom-
en'. s Commission, a committee 
of students, staff, and faculty 
i '·"' .• •• 
• '. ~• ;. • • I:' r 
Q 
- ·I I a 
_,- ~.".: 
1 
··~- .. r P-A~EL, p3:g~ 11) Acdisc"1ssion!~f ~onieu~1i'ss.~s;~~,.h~ltl~.in the MUB on )Ved~es~~lY'! ,(C_hris,Gamach,e _-photo) · 
• ;·,., :.! :"! ., : ~-· .• · .r -~~ ,.~ • ., • -:- ! \ ;.!· _1 /1 ij_?, ,;1 1\J Sl''"' .,,, , ~;.\I 
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OTICES 
. GENERAL 
MUB LOCKER RENTALS: Keys for the keyed. 
lockers must be returned for key deposit REFUNDS 
and locks must be removed. from blue loc_kers by 
May 27. Lockers may be rented for the summer. 
• Stop in Room 322 of the MUB. . . · 
I.S.1.S. (INCEST SURVIVORS IN SISTERHOOD): 
A sharing discussion for survivors of incest (no 
abusers). Call Les,ley at 868-13 7 3 for more 
information, after 7 ,p.m. Every Thursday, through 
May .19, Noa.:.Traditional Student Center, Pettee 
House, 4-5:30 p.m. · · · ·. · . · 
SUMMER WORK-'-STUDY JOB: Assist secre,tary B.R.E.A.K. (BAGIT, RELAX, EAT A_ND CON-
in reorganizing office filing systems and resource NECT): Student,s who are divorced, separate4, 
center. Organizational and computer skills helpful. ·or thinking aboui it are ·invit.ed to meedor sharing 
Some errands, photocopying and general typing, . discussion. Stop _in for at -least· an hour; . bring your 
· d L.b .lunch. Information: 8§2-3647~ Every Monday, 
10 hours per week. Roomm 3o7, Dimon 1 rary, through May 16, Non-Traditional Student Ce1:1ter, 
:Women's Studies Department. 862-2194. · Pettee House, ll:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. 
' UNH WOMEN'S CENTER AGENDA: All inter-
ested members of the UNH Community are 
encouraged to attend an open meeting to formulate 
an agenda for t~e UNH Wo~en's Center for the 
88.:89:~ca<!~_~ic year. Monday_ May 9, Grafton Room, 
MUB~ 7 p.m. 
MOTHER'S DAY BAG LUNCH: Join oth~r non-
traditional students to relax and celebrate a semester 
of successfully juggling parenting and studies. Free 
flowers for all mothers! Bring you lunch; we'll 
provide beverages. Tuesday, May 10, Non-
Traditional Student Center, Pettee House, 12:30 
to 2 p.m. 
LOST AND FOUND SALE: Come and claim or 
purchase ~rtides accumulated this semester at UNH 
Lost & Found in the MUB. Tuesday, May 10, outside 
· of the Grafton Room, MUB, 1-4 p.m. · 
'PIZZA LUNCH: Join other non-traditional students 
to share a piza. Relax at the end of the week with 
good company and good food. Serving delicious · 
MUB pizza for $1 per .slice; be~erages available. 
Every Friday, through May 20, Non-Traditional 
Student Center, Pette:e House, noon to 2 p.m. 
Resumes ~ -
0 Resumes to Help You Get Results 
· *Writing 
* Typing _· ~ . ' 1 
* Updates 
* Computer Storage 
· * Cover Letters 
!''.· 
1: ·1:; · 1:, 
INDIVIDUALIZING WORLD PEACE: Sponsored 
by UNH Bahai Club. Open discussion from all 
angles, with discussion of literature and sharing 
of thoughts. AU ·people welcome. Mondays until 
school ends, Notch Room, MUB, noon to 1 p.m. 
Free. 
HEALTH 
ADULT' CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS MEET-
INGS: for individulas who have been affected .by 
their parents d.rinking. THursdays, 2nd floor 
Conference Room, Health Services Center, 1-2 
P'.ffi. I 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEETING (WOM-
EN ONLY): Women concerned about their drinking 
or drug use-. Fridays, 2nd floor Conference Room, 
Health Services Center, noon_ to 1 p.m. 
/ 
AL-ANON (OPEN): Individuals affected by 
another's · use of alcohol or other drugs. Mondays, 
Room 106,James~·noon to 1 p.rh. 
ALCOHOLICS ANa°NYMOUS MEETING 
(OPEN): Individuals concerned about their drinki·ng 
or drug use. Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays, & · 
Thursdays, 2nd floor Conference Room, Health 




.,Crisis Pregnancy CeQt~r 
·• ; FREE & CONFIDEl'{l111L ' 1 ;-t ·. 
-pregnancy- testing 
-counseling & information 
--practical support , · 
* Interviewing Tips 
* We Come to You 0 call evenings - 868-1_620 
HOTLINE 7 49-4441 
90 Wa~hingwn Stn:et 






(~aiors/ Minors/ Aptitudes) 
For you-and for the world .. Peace Corps will combine 
your education with training to prepare you for a 
volunteer position in: • Education • Fisheries • 
Health • Agric:ulture • Forestry or other areas.(You'II . 
meet new people, learn a new language, experience 
a new culture and gain a whole new outlook. And 
while you're building your future, you'll be helping 
people in developing countries learn the ba~ics of 
technological advancement. 
MATH AND SCIENCE STUDENTS: 
The Peace Corps has positions overseas • 
starting this ~ummer. Share your knowledge 
where i·t is needed most . APPLY NOW! 
For more. inf~ calf t_h~ U NH Peace Corps office 
at 862'•1880. · · 
.... FISHER~ 
(conti~ued from page 3) 
"it ~as simply a ~hance for 
faculty to pat themselves ,on 
their backs," said Lusk. 
Executive Assistant to Pres-
ident Haaland Dan DiBiasio 
said Fisher's address was ap-
propriate for the occasion. 
"He identified aspects of our 
education," said DiBiasio, "that 
helps as well as hinders the 
students' achievements." 
Ellen Tipper, a senior eco-
nomics major, said she found 
Fisher's comments concerning 
pettiness amoqg the University 
appropriate. 
"The best idea he brought up 
· was the idea about pettiness 
· creating an obstruction to the 
learning process," said Tipper. 
. 'tipper said Fisher "pulled 
some punches" arid that she 
imagined some members of the 
administration may be upset. 
Tipper said she agrees in 
some ways that honor students 
are where they are in spite of 
the University, not because of 
it. 
"I also liked how he threw in 
Sojourner Truth at the end," . 
said Tipper. 
Fisher said he addressed what 
he needed to say and how he· had 
to say it. 
• .1 • "Whether people listened and 
heatd what-1 was trying to say," 
,sa!d ,Fisher;• "lAo 'not kno_w.'~, 
.. ·§:E~ -.f~~tPF f1$lfE;r~·,~~ 
.1;L S-PEECH- .p~ge JO ,..,._ 
, Election committee 
finds no problems 
By Bryan Alexander He saw that 95 ot the unex-
pbined~ ballots. came from a 
Wendy Hammo nd, newly ballot box in Philbrook Hall.· 
~~eii:!/:~~::;~:ysr:r~s:ie:et; He said one of the people 
f manning the box did not know 
presidential term a ter reports that the signatures were re-
of a fraudulent election were 
discarded. 1 · quired. , 
. The rest of the mystery bal-
The commit't.ee voted 10 for lots Roderick attributed to 
and none against with two human error. He said the extras 
abstensions to uphold the re- averaged out to about four per 
sults of the elections despite ballot box which is very possible 
these problems, according to considering the crowds during 
Steve Roderick, chairperson of peak hours. 
the election committee. McClain, a campaign worker 
· If the committee had found for Jay Gould, said the presiden-
, the results to be unacceptable, tial candidate was not behind 
they would have dissolved the his petition. McClain said Gould 
election results and a new vote had even been against him . 
would be scheduled i~mediate- bringing the point up. 
ly. . , He said he thought his con-
Roderick said a petition was cern was · valid c,1n:d .deserved 
submitted by Student Senator · , public scrutiny. The r'esults of 
Chris McClain, asking for of- the review cleared ·up the whole 
ficial discussion on the ballot issue, said McClain. 
box discrepancy. McClain said Roderick said he -did . not 
that if a~ investigation showed understand the reason why it 
serious fat:Jlts in the voting , was made into such a produc-
procedure, that the election tion. 
should be redone. "It is unfortunate tha people 
/ A study of the results showed · had to take it to the extreme that 
that there were 130 more votes they took it," .said Roderick. '' 
cast in the election than signa- I have already identified that 
tures taken at the ballot place, the system we have_ isn't ade-
a:ccording to Roderick. Each quate and I'm working to im-
student has· to sign a list .before prove it." · 
casting a vote. Some suggestions he· pro-
Roderick said that the inves- posed include computerizing 
tigation showed there is no the\i-oting system, making fewer 
evidence of fraud or ballot ballot boxes and ·having two 
stuffing in the election. people at each box. i •• -. 
Sanborn promises no 
changes ,without.input 
· By 'Pamela DeKoning 
Last' night Dean of Students 
Gregg Sanborn stressed that no 
decisions concerning allocation 
of MUB space would be made 
over the summer without input 
of the MU:B Boardof Governors. 
-· Sanborn addre-ssed · the 
Memorial' Union of.Governors 
on two areas in his presentation, 
administrative space in the 
Memorial Union Building, and 
the allocation ol the basement 
space in tl].e MUB. 
According to Beth Cote, who 
served on the Channel 11 space 
allocation committee, this space 
· was vacated by Channel 11 at 
the begining of last sem_ester,-
Sanbor ri asked the MUB 
Board of Governors to d·efer 
implementing its decision to 
grant office space to Greek 
Coordinator Mike Sciola and 
SAFO Treasurer Don Harley. 
Sanborn said these decisions 
could create "some serious 
difficulties" in terms of space 
on campus. 
Sanborn cited T ASk and the 
Non-Traditional Student Center 
as other offices that also rieed 
space . . Both Harley and Sciola 
presently have office space. . 
TASk will be displaced at the 
end of this semester when Delta 
Chi fraternity will move to the 
building at 21 Madbury Ave. 
Sanborn said he was dedicated 
to providing the MUB basement 
space to student use and that 
President Gordon Haaland has 
_ indicated that he too is commit-
ted to providing additional space 
to students in the MUB. 
Sanborn said, "It ·appears at 
this point that the ideal place . 
could be Hewitt Hall." 
In unrelated business, the 
MUB Board of Governor's voted 
to r_aise the ofEcer's_ compen-
. sation from $400 and $600 for 
the Vice~Chairman ·arid Ch.air-
J. GREGG SANBORN (Eric 
Stites photo) 
man respectively, to $500 and 
$700. 
The· change was initiated to 
make the MUB Board Executive 
postions more competitive with 
other leadership positions on 
campus, according to Michael 
Keating, departing MUB- Board 
chairman. 
The Channel 11 Space Allo-
cation Committee made a re-
commendation to allocate the 
s 2._ace for a student night 
club/ entertainment facility. San-
born said he was in support of 
that recommendation, but that 
other needs have to be discussed. 
Sanborn said the University 
needs to find additional space 
for. computers, and. that Hewitt 
Hall was an ideal locatioii. He' 
asked the board-to condsider 
locating the University Book 
Store in the MUB in order to 
free up space in :ift:ewitt Hall. 
Sanborn sai'cf it would be 
beneficial to 'locate the compu-
te_rs as close to the computer 
system in Kingsbury, as well as 
the telec9,m\llurii,c;ations _depart-
ment. 
SeJlior scores goal 
. . ~ . . . 
with paper on coal 
By Kent Smedley 
Dean LaPierre, ·a UNH senior 
. chemical engineering major, 
was awarded frst place for the 
presentation of his paper 6n the 
more eHicient use of coal, at 
Worcester Polytechnical Insti-
tute last Saturday. . 
The award consisted of $170 
and the New England Regional 
Section of The American lnsti-
tu te· of Chemical Engip.eers 
(AIChE) trophy, which will be 
displayed in UNH's Chemical 
Engineering department for one 
year. · 1 
their projects both to a layper-
son and to a person with a 
technical knowledge of chemical 
engineering. · 
"He (LaPierre) was the most 
impressive of any of them. It, 
seemed like everyone else just 
talked about their research, 
whereas Dean put on a show," 
said Serowik. 
The experimental coal fur-
nace is "a unique design coal 
furnace that eliminates one of 
the biggest problems with burn-
ing coal...sulfur dioxide," said 
LaPierre. · 
When sulfur dioxide reaches 
the atmosphere, it combines 
with water to become sulfuric ·· 
acid, commonly known as acid ._ _ _._. ..... ..__ 
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LaPierre said he competed in 
the student paper presentation 
against representatives from 
such New· England colleges as , 
MIT, Tufts, UMass, UConn, · 
URI, and WPI. 
rain, said LaPierre. Ka_ppa Sig suffered a controversy for the descriptions in their keg toss. (file photo) Farag said that if the furnace 
Accordiflg to LaPierre, each 
participating school was allowed 
one student competitor and one 
student to serve on the panel 
of student chemical engineer 
j~dges. UNH senior Julie Se-
rowik represented UNH on the . 
panel of judges. · 
Students were judged on the · 
criteria of technical organiza-
tion, personal contribution, 
quality of presentation, and 
ability to answer questions, said 
LaPierre'. 
LaPeirre saiq_ his paper and 
presentation were based on a 
project designed and supervised 
by UNH Associate Professor 
of · Engin:eering Dr. Ihab H . . 
· Farag. ·, " 
LaPierre Serowik and UNH 
,. jµnior Amy Beasley, have -spent .. 
-•./2 : ·, tli~ •pas-t-year building a working-
modd of the improved coal 
furnace designed by Farag. 
was successful it would. contrib-· 
ute to .the elimination of ac,i.l 
rain. It would allow for the· more 
-efficient burning of coal, since 
the contained solid waste could 
be recycled and burned again 
to · produce more energy, he 
Students get heated pyer 
Keg Toss "flamer" label 
' added. 
Farag said, "'~his country pas By Sandra Treffeisen ual, she said. 
a lot of coal reserves that could Kappa Sigma Fraternity is Assistant Dean of Student 
last for 500 years." He added facing opposition from Affairs Cindy Garthwaite said 
that if this supply was used, we members of the student body she is responsible for handling 
would not need to rely as heavily . over the us.e of the term "fla- many incidents of discrimina-
upon foreign imp'orts for mer" at its annual keg toss last tion on campus. 
_,energy. week. Garthwaite said Kappa Sigma 
· According to Farag, both the Kristy Markey, a member of · is acknowledging their mistake. 
EnvironmentalProtectionAgen- the Progressive Student Net- "It was an offensive state-
cy (EPA) and the United States work, filed an incident report merit but the fraternity didn't 
Department of 5nergy ex- with theDeanofStudentsOffice realize they were being offen-
pr~ssed interest in the desjgn. · against the fraternity for prom- sive to anyone," said Garthwa-
Farag said the research pro- oting discrimination of homo- ite. "It was just thoughtless, but 
jeers were • "an excellent oppor- sexuals. they didn't mean to be harmful." 
·· tu'nit(to· apply what they· (stu- ~ Markey said she was angry · UNH Greek Coordinator 
dents) learn in class .. .it really . ·when she saw Kappa Sigma · Mike Sciol~ said. th~tlabelling . 
brings out the best in the measure the weakest throws on · a poor keg tosser as a ''flamer" 
students here. It gives them a the five scale field, .as a "flamer". was not a conscious effort to 
very challenging idea to work · The tei;-m"flarner" makes a degrade anyone in the gay 
on (and) hands on experience." direct reference to a homosex- . community. 
"I think that was a very nice 
"It ;asn't the fraternities 
conscious intent, but once it was 
brought to their attention they 
realized it could be inferred that 
way," said Sciola. "They won't · 
~se it ag~in in the future." 
The fraternity is · going to 
write a letter of apology to the 
The New Hampshire and take 
part in service projects such as 
sponsoring a speaker on homo-
phobia to come to the campus 
in the fall, said Sciola. 
"Let's .all get educated from 
this experience and move on," 
said Garthwaite. 
Kappa Sigma Fraternity de-
clined to comment on the in-
cident. 
Funding for the project was 
provided by the UNH U n<l:er-
graduat~ Research Opportun-
ities Program, the UNH Un- . 
designated Gifts Fund, and the 
Resean:h Development Council. 
LaPi-erre said that his com-
petition was "brilliant." He 
added, "the one .thing I noticed 
. was that they didn'nalk to the 
audience very well." 
partofthechallenge-thatDean w t• h b • MUB 
(LaPierre)hadtoputittogethet .·· . · .. ater. ·_ 1g · t u·r-st.s ID . -.. · 
and get it to work. Its all part 
"I thought ·1 presented it (his 
paper) w'elt and I guess the 
judges agreed," said LaPierre. . 
· ·serowik · said tF)at she j~dged 
the st~dents' abilities to explain 
of the unmentionable education 
here at UNH," said Farag. 
. LaPierre graduates this May, 
after which he will work as a 
fire protection engineer for 
Kemper Insura_nce in North 
Quincy Massachusetts. 
Beasley will-continue his work 
on the furnace next year. 
Greeks entertain 
for worthy cause 
By Bryan Alexander . Lund added that th.e 'Cystic 
Alpha Chi Omega and Acacia Fibrosis Association was picked 
were the overall winners of to receive the money since it is 
greek entertainment night after not a phil.anthropy of 3 ny on 
sucessfulty overtaking tpe other the greek houses on campus. 
nine acts in skit .compe.titions. ~ight house presidents were 
The money raised through randomly chosen to judge the 
the $.50 door donations at the competions, which began at 
MUB's Granite State Room ·7:30. In all, 11 of the 20 houses 
raised $200 for the Cystic Fi- participated in the event. 
brosis Association, according Alpha Chi Omega's winning 
to Alpha Chi Omega sister act was a rap parody of The 
Laurie Lund, a member of the Brady Bunch TV series, while 
executive committee for greek Acacia did a parody of the 
week. $25,000 Pyramid game show. 
Entertainment night kicked Delta Zeta and Alpha Gamma 
off the fourth day of the event Rho came in second, with Chi 
filled week designed to improve Omega and Tau Kappa Epsilon 
the unity of the greek system. . placing third. 
"The whole greek week thus Alpha Tau Omega, Kappa 
far has l}ad a really good show- Sigma, Kappa Delta, Phi Kappa 
ing for the greeks. The partic- Theta, and Delta. Chi were also 
ipation and ep.thusiasm has been in the competition. 
excellent," Lund said. Today will be the last day of 
The turn out at Entertain- the first and soon to be annual 
ment night was a large one, gre~k week, :and a . series of 
estimated to be ninety-five various sporting events are to 
percent greek by Lund. _ held throughout the day. 
By Kathleen Rice 
About thirty people had a 
water pistol fight in the Granite 
State room of the MUB on 
Wednesday night. The wet and 
wild ~irmish was egged on by 
,Lee Wotherspoori and Brad 
potential -advantages. The key these are people who (1) know 
is to listen to your soul and , what makes them happy, (2) 
reinforce what it is telling you, have more ~ont-rol over their 
and you too -can be a healthy, own lives, and (3) use that 
balanced, self actualized indi- control to get more of what 
vidual, according to Wothers- fulfills them. · 
poon. The foremeost proponent of 
Weeks, who came to UNH-to 
enlighten people about letting 
go of their fears and inhibitions 
so they "grow." ' 
W otherspoon and Weeks are 
part of S.A.G.E. (Self-
Actualization and Growth Ed-
ucation) Learnings Co-op. The 
group's· appearance at UNH 
Wednesday night was the first 
in~ tour d~signed to help people ,, 
open ,themselves up for "peak 
experiences." 
. The High Peaks Party was" self actualization was the psy-
based on a Harvard sponsored chologist Abraham Maslow. 
· study of self-actualizing indi- Maslow, from Brandeis Univer-
viduals. ' Weeks and Wuthers- sity, became interested in look-
poon began the pr<:sentation ing at the commonalities in ·-. 
by defining self actualiz-
i~1g/ growth motivation -~~!n, ~ 
"The most important learn-
ings come from life itself, not 
from school b6oks or lectures. 
· And wisdom comes from listen-
i~g to the deepening pool of 
insight accumulating inside us 
from our experience," High 
Peaks, a book devoted to des-
cribing the peak experiences of . 
self-actualize rs. 
No, this isn't something you'd 
be apt to hear from one of your 
professors , but if you had at-
tended the High Peaks Party 
-- sponsored by MUSO -- this 
is the attitude Wotherspoon and 
Weeks wanted ,people to come ·. 
away with. · 
Th~ main point they were 
stressing throughout the work-
shop was to not be afraid to take 
risks in life. Nothing i_n_ life 
comes free; there are always 
prices to pax, but there are also 
HIGH PEAKS~ page 10 
l,E·E WbTHERSPOON (]~ric ,Stites pho1-o) ,· 
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---~---STEREOTYPE __ ...._ ____ _ MED TECH! 
it qid," said Women's Athl~tic 
Director Gail Bigglestone; 
"I think th·ere is more of ·a 
vuiety of women that are 
participating now," Bigglestone 
explains. "There are peopl~ 
from all disciplines that are 
making up the tean:is." 
Derrick can't say whet.her 
time has worn down the stereo-
type. __ . 
... I thinkpe_ople are bec9ming 
more aware of women's athlet-
ics as a whole," Derrick says. 
"Awareness has increased, but 
I'm not sure perception has 
gotten any bet(er. Maybe it has, 
· a little." 
'Goodspeed says the ster'eo-· 
type was stronger in past years 
· than now. Though she. points 
out total turnover every four 
years makes it hard to judge 
wp.at prevails on campus. 
"I do feel" generally speaking 
·there is a greater acceptance," 
·said Goodspeed. 'Tm not hear-
ing the gossip I heard in the 
past. Maybe people are more 
willing to accept that there are 
. a few individuals on a team who 
are gay, and not stereotype the 
rest. of the team/' 
"I think there's more knowl-
edg~ and acceptance of women's . 
athletics now. I think it's a more 
realistic view of them, and 
probably a more objective view."· 
says ice hockey and tennis coach 
Russ McCurdy. "The novelty 
has certainly worn off. That's 
probably to the good." 
,Student opinion on the 
sriength of the stereotype is 
more varied. Freshman Carolyn 
McL~_an says she used to believe 
women athletes could be 
st~r.eotyped--that they' re "big, 
kind of jocky. Really athletic. 
You just live for sports and 
nothing else." 
.After arriving at UNH and 
seeing so many different types 
of women participating in at-
hletics, McLean says she jetti-
soned that stereotype. , 
A male freshman, who want-
ed to be anonymous, says a 
stereotype definitely prevails 
on campus, "big, solid girls," 
h~ says. "Not like your typical 
sorority Buffies and Missies." 
He says he hears an occasional 
stereotypical joke, such as when 
a woman will walk by wearing 
sweatpants and carrying a la-
crosse stick, and someone will 
utter, "Pretty mucli a brute." 
He says the stereotype isn't 
fair because it isn't true. He says 
he has met athletes "who are 
very nice-looking, which goes 
against it." 
:junior Pete Simmons says 
he's not aware of any stereotype. 
A freshman female, who 
wanted to be anonymous, says 
there is a stereotype, though she 
describes it as "not very strong. 
I think they're seen as maybe 
more 'men', stronger and 
bigger." · . 
But her own mental picture 
of a UNH athlete-- "someone· 
really athletic-looking, in shape, 
tall" --is different from the 
stereotype. 
According to Derrick wha-
tever its current conditiqn, the 
effects of the -stereotype have 
been and still are seriously 
detrimental. Derrick says the 
ster,eotype is very harmful. 
"I think that's a lot of the 
reason we don't get media 
coverage, and we don't get so 
many people coming to our 
games," Derrick says. "The 
perception is the major thing 
that holds us back." · · 
A woman graduate student, 
(continued from page 2) 
w.ho asked to be anonymous, to apply the stereotype. · 
entered UNH as an undergrad- "And it takes a long time to 
uate in 1982, and decided against change behaviors," Anderson 
playing softball because· of her says. "People still feel threa-
perception of the team. tened by women competing 
"A lot of them seemed sex- against men. By women being 
ually skewed," she says. "That's out there on the sociologically 
the reason I didn't play softball. traditional male turf, they look 
I didn't haye any problem with at it as competit.jon. 'They' 
it. I just didn't want to be' meaning some-women as well 
involved with it. A lot of them as men." 
seemed really masculine.I got Derrick says much of the 
along with them (lesbians) fine. stereotyping is based on appear-
I just didn't want to be around ance. She's asked about the 
Start with something different . . 
Why not consider the clinical lab in the animal hospitals at 
our School of Veterinary Medicine in Grafton, MA. You'll · 
· use the skills you've worked so hard to attain in a different 
. and interesting setting. Call me collect, and let's talk, 
(617) 956-6600, or send a resume to Virginia Marcotte, 
Tufts University, Human ______ · 
Resources, 200 Harrison TlJF'TS 
Ave., Boston, Ml\ 02111. · 





Mccurdy said she vividly "who is a little stockier, doesn't ! ' Stu,rdy., Stackah_ le .. Natural Pine_ ·· __ ·! 
recalls the harm stereotyping wear make-up, maybe doesn't ,: ,: 
caused his ice hockey team. In dress up that m1Jch." ~ B k h I ~ 
the early eighties, it "destroyed" Senior Karen Pinkos, two- _~ . ' _O_O s e ves ·--~ 
game attendance, and it hurt his time co-captain of the basketball ~ ~ 
ability to recruit. team, says she knows someone ,: · Now· Onl -$ 3 9 9 5 ~ 
"It's used against you in who, because she favors sweat- ~ · Y · • ,: 
recruiting wars. It's a whisper- pants and plays a sport, was ~ · ' ·. . List P,·i,·e $59.95 I 
in't~mpaign," .said McCurdky. d ac~sfed of being gay. ~ :;: :{:-';~{:>~\:\1H><>Ks. • 
11
~r-._LJ_ } ~1)_\_i(_J::i_ . ~.- :- · ~ 
e stereotype pea e I . a sorority'girl has a pair ~ .\I lit ,,s oR smRA<;I•: , ,•r i if ,: 




. ,: I hi, higli '111,di1,. 11a111ral wc•od · . . _ .._
0 :\ l.l. J ,: 
fered a lot right through 1983 sorority on 1t, no guy 1s going ~ "·"' ,,,11-11, ;, ,1,,. '"""•·•· 10 ,m11 \ ) ~v •'<..' I :~ - ·'' .·. ·· '! 
or so," -said McCurdy. to say she's gay," Pinkos says. ~,: '1""'g .. ,u·,·,k ""111 .. " 1 pi11t· for ~-§~ /· : ,..r;._" I'~• !r.., i f~--:c- )l!1_.;-,1. 1 ~ "I d p· k • b h d h ll1t·1>1i,,·, .,t1\\011lc~i·x.p1·.-i1opa, i',;£'1 ~ -~'? ! , ':1:' I on't think the team m os 1s ot ere t at peo- , .. , "'"";,: _.._, - · --, "~':?.,i ~ - -·...!'~" ~ 
changed appreciably," said ple will make snap 1·udgements ~ . . _.J Ji~~<>'i c._:1
1
~, ,: 
McCurdy. "It was always a on the basis of appearance. 'Tm ~ ~ I ,~~-ti~fh~: ;· j i . ~ 
largely undeserved reputation." not going to dress the way ~ s I\I:\ 1 L l'.\I:\T IL ~~:,: ------- -➔1 - -- - -1---· 
1
:. • ~ 
,: cil{ I.L\\T i I .\I.ONE!  II'! 
"This isn't to say you couldn't people want me to dress. I'm ~ 11, .. 1t,·a11,; of ~h,· 11a111ra1 pi11t· , _, ... :;; 1 I .: ~ 
find people leading unconven- going to wear what I feel com- ~ a, ... ,,,,''" '" d,·,or. I~~~::•,-':..~- ; 1~ ... i, ~ 
tional private lives, but you can fortable in," she says.. . ~ . . · - ......-c ~ • -~ • ~~ 
probably find that in any group Bigglestone, Derrick and ~,: .--, ' ;v.,... • SF 11 I IT I:\ SECONOS ... 
on campus," McCurdy says. Stone said they believe the ~. w1111rn I mo1.s -~- ~ 
Th 
stereotype is a.oplied more to ~,: . :\o look ,n,·w, or g-hH· rl'q11in·d, . ..---- · -:::-:: . ~,: 
e hockey team was the b f ~. h ,.,,, 1;1k,· ii Olli of i1, carloll , ------- .. 
most successful team on campus mem ers O team sports t an · ti,1c1 i1 .. : ,ic1 .. , 0 ,,1 """ ,1,,. '"""''' - · - ~ 
at the time, and McCurdy said - to participants in individual ~ p•:a, 1i,a11,1;i11 i1110 pla,... _ __ ...... ..--:::--~::- ~ 
he thinks that contributed to sports, like track and tennis. ~ II'! 
the p. roblem. . Goodspeed said she is uncom- ~ / i::===Y STACK THEM... - ~ 
fortable with that distinction. ~ · · ,....,, THEY'RE ·. ~~ 
"Part of this phenomenon "I , · d" d l ,: ' :. · ,µ II'! 
when someone is successful is te~Je~~y f~: h~~~s~~::1~;~:n~ ~~ . :' '; !1 l; · INTERLOCKING ~ 
this quick, thoughtless way of l • . h h , d not a team that does, so I have ' :··.::· '"''·' ' :,:;:·,·.,::·:"-- You can create yo~r own wall svstem ~ 
expd ~rnrng w Y t ey re goo , a hard time making that gener- ~ t· ,.._~_-_··:,:~- by stacking and interlocking eac·h unit. ~ 
an It gets circulated," says alization." She adds, thougJ:i, ~ . _ . , J?imensions: 28"w , ll 'i /'cl , :rn•, ~"h II'! 
McCTurdY- that the stereotype does seein ~ ·:-~:i · ' ... ii@ 
. " he vast majority of players f 11 b f 
~ 
1
-- ~ . ,11 , • • 1 .. ,,, . ,, , , ~ 
probably considered this an to a moreonmem erso team,: .... ::, :::::;i".':, :~· .... , .. ,. , 11,, ,_ II'! 
undesirable image, if not a sports. ~ .. ~ 
stigma, and made a greater As tom-year ath1etes, st0ne ~ AVAILABLE AT THE UNIVERSITY OF · . ~ and Pmkos have become some- ,: · · · ~ 
effort to project their femininity what philosophical about. the ~~-NEW HAMPSHIRE BOOKSTORE Hewitt Hall . -A service of -~ 
off the ice," says McCurdy. "I II'! 
t,hink this gradually has an effect s~ereotype issue. "Peopl~. don't~ - . ~ 
bJ like to .?e ster_eotype~, says,: . · IIIOQ( ts1NC. ,: 
on pu ic perception." Stone. I certamly-don t. It all ,:~'-'--..~~"-"'-'-'''-------~ -~ 
As players graduated and new depends on how you feel about • • • • • • •-----:-'"'• · 
ones arrived, "The majority yourself." If you have a strong _ .. 
were interested in avoiding that sense of self, she says, the 
image, so it wasn't a big deal stereotype won't bother you, she 
to overcome," ~cCurdy says. 
His present team is "almost sa~~t Stone adds, ''I think they'd 
completely and totally femi- like other people to know oth-, 
nine," says McCurdy. Of the erwise. But you c.an't wear a 
stereotype says McCurdy, "I sign." 
suppose it still exists." , According to both Stone and , 
. Goodspeed isn't surprised at p· k h · 
these efforts of team members. m os, t e sexual orientation f 
of their teammates is unimpor-
"There is a tendency for tant. "It's not that big of a deal 
individuals to give that. stereo- to anybody else," says Stone. 
type to the entire team·until the Whereas to outsiders, "If there's 
·straight women prove they're one t ·t b h on your earn, 1 can e sue 
not (gay)," says McCurdy. _ a major deal." . 1 
· · "Maybe people are threatened _Pinkos says, "I go our.and play 
by someone different," ~ays a sport. I don't care who is on 
Goodspeed. '.'Until you're ed- rriy team. It, doesn'..t matter to 
ucated, you're th-r-eatened by 
that." _ , me." I'm here. to pl~y basketball 
This is also a conservative· and go to school.'.'. ;:r 1 
scho~l .in a homophobic area, Pinko says she ,and her team- f 
mates never taJk, about the 
says Goodspeed. She pointed 
h 
. stereotype. "It never comes up:-
to t e recent uproar over a sex I don't think it's ari issue at all. 
education manual published by The people outside make.it an 
a Dover family planning clinic issue." 
that states homosexuality isn't · 
a deviant lifestyle. . . _ Stone said she hasn't .allowed• 
Goodspeed said she also views the stereotype to get in her way , 
. at UNH, nor will she allow it 
the disparity in athletic oppor-
f 
to in the future. 'Her career goal 
tunities or girls and boys, and is to become a coach and athletic f 
the more protective treatment director. 
girls receive from parents, as 
early sources of the stereotype. "I just want to be doing , 
"The stereotype e·xists and something that I love to do," 1 
occurs because society treats 
men and women differently," 
says Goodspeed. "Parents treat 
girls and boys differently." 
Deborah Anderson, executive 
director of the New York-based 
Women·s ·· sports Foundation, 
says people have been socialized 
says Stone. 
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--------·HIGH PEAKS-------
 • • • • • 
people he saw as having. uni-
quely positive experiences in 
their lives -- people that are 
constantly . learning and grow-. 
ing, He later termed these 
people "growth motivated." 
Self-actualizers have incred:. 
ible balance and control in their 
lives, which comes as a result 
of paying attention .to what 
works for them and what 
doesn't, according to Masfow's 
teachings. Wothersp()oq ex-
plained that self-actualizers are 
characteristically risk takers. 
Learning from life experien-
ces, living your life to the fullest, 
arid being the best person vou 
can be· are the goa,ls of self-
actualizers, and because they 
continuously reward them-
selves, they enjoy life more, 
often having what they refer 
to .as peak experiences, accord-· 
ing to Wotherspoon. 
He said "pe_ak experiences" 
.. (continued fro~ page 7) 
are those times in our lives when 
we feel we've had a really great 
day, perhaps owing to a spon-
taneous adventure or a romantic 
experience. Or a peak expe-
rience may come from finally 
finding happiness in a career, 
, or _ conquering "emotional 
~onsters" --things . that some-
times control our· lives if we 
keep feeding them, according 
to Wotherspoon. 
Self-actualizers are spontane-
ous, take risks and listen and 
. learn frorri , life experiences. 
Wotherspoon and Weeks en-
tertained the audience with 
stqries of box car rides, squirt 
0gu-n fights, airplane hopping, 
a'nd,s1,1rprises bestowed on loved 
ones;· In turn, the audience was 
asked to share some of their own 
adventures and peak experien-
ces. One woman told of a sca-
venger hunt she had with 
friends, in which some of them 
MIDNIGHT OIL 
DIESEL AND DUST 
· · Including: . ~ 
BedS Ale Burnlng/Dteam::r Heart 
Put DoWn That~ 
. THE 
WOODERTOP5 
WOODEii FOOT COP9 
OIi THE HIGHWaY 
Including: Feel 
Wheel• 1\lrnlng/You wi:~ive OUt . 
Maybe II Won~~J1a car 
• • . .
got arrested for taking a tomb-
s tpne. Another woman found 
joy in her solo trip to Israel for 
which she had no planned 
schedule of lodging or enter-· 
tairiment, but just went with the 
flow. 
Other experiences included· 
a high school trip to Spain in : ' 
which some 'of the group snuck • 
in a side trip to Africa. One 
student told of his brother's 
friend, a sixteen-year-old boy, 
who had sayed up for three 
months to go to Spain, ignoring 
his parents refusal of 
permission--a trip which he· 
enjoyed immensely and had the 
guts to take. 
Interspersed between these 
discussions, there was music and 
dancing. Balloons with long, 
curly streamers hovered all over 
the room and . a giant moon ball 
was tossed about by the newly -
self-actualized. 
are 
• • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • 
.  
• • • ....................• , 
~ 
Available at Strawberry's 
Records and Tapes 
at everyday low prices. 
IND lll 'lM RIP! I . .· 
ON COLUMBIA AND'EPIC RECORDS, . . 
CASSETTES AND COMPACT DISCS. ~ 
-. . . · 88 CBS Records Inc !di\ " . . " t.A.,a are trademarks of CBS lflC Cl 19 
"Columbia."~ Epic. ;:r,--' 
PANEL ....... 
(continued from page 5) 
-
designed to educate people on 
the status of women. She said 
it was created to provide UNH 
with helpful steps on hiring 
women. 
Harrow also said ·rhere is 
;inother handbook written by 
the Commission, "Closing a 
, Revolving Door", that shows 
how to improve conditions and 
keep the newly hired women 
from leaving. 
-However she said, "We've got 
a long wa-y to go . to equalize . 
female students and faculty." 
Another problem the panel 
saw was the salary gap between 
men an.cl women. Fithian, ·a 
member of the operating staff · 
(secretaries, grounds keepers; 
clerical workers., etc.), of UNH 
said the average salary for 
women of the staff is $12,000. 
Of the 900 workers on the staff, 
she said 70 percent are women. 
Fithian said these figures are 
a disgrace 
"How can the woman at .the 
MUB main desk, who has to 
know everything on campus, 
handle three phones, answer 
all kinds · of questions, and 
tnaintaina friendly composure, 
-and make only ·half as. much as 
the plumber 'who corries to 
UNH maybe three or four times 
a year?'' asked Fithian: ' 
Fithian said she blamed the 
complicated system that UNH 
uses to handle raises. According 
to Fithian; the administration 
will survey outside workers and 
compare their wages with ,che 
w 4ges of the University 
workers. · · 
She said if an outside worker 
i? getting 15 percent ·· m,qre 
·moiiey for a particular job ~ijen 
the University worker, who ~~es 
the same job, will only get a 4 
percent raise. . · , . .· 
Beginnfog at 8:30 in the 
morning and working all day, 
Fithian said, "people deserve 
to be able to liv~." 
·The gap in salaries, however, 
isn't just a . problem for the 
operative st,aff, said Harrow, 
it concerns the faculty as well. 
She said . the 1986-87 salary 
· median for males was $37,500, 
while the female median was 
$28,500- a difference of $9000. 
· Harrow said a pool of money 
was given to the women to 
reduce rhe difference in salaries, 
but the gap only increased. She · 
said that it is unclear why this 
happened. · 
"We need to study these 
differences," Harrow said. 
One particular area that Har-
row is happy with is the effort 
of Preside0.t Gordon Haaland 
to pay attention to the affirma-
tivne action policy, a process 
used to move women into 
higher positions. She said he 
appointed Stephanie Thomas, 
executive director · of adminis-
trative services and registrar, 
to look over the policy. 
Harrow said she is also op-
timistic about the new women's 
study program, the recent sexual 
harassment- policy, and the 
, passing of the Civil Rights 
Restoration Act that prevents 
the discrimination of women 
. students. 
"We have to combine stu-
dents, faculty, and staff and look 
at the big picture," Harrow said. 
"Everyone has to start asking 
for things, we can't sit back." 
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take an immediate tour of the putting electric doors for han-
bµilding. dica pp access in the new health 
At her suggestion many sni- / facility. · 
dents rose from their seats on Healy said she was surprised 
the lawn and formed a crowd • the suggestion to tour the 
outside the building. Then about building went over effectively 
100 studefrts entered and gave with the students. 
themselves an impromptu tour. - "I was shocked," she said. "I 
, As they travelled throughout didn't think it would go over 
the building many expressed that well.'' 
awe at the beauty and a disgust Munroe said he was im-
at the cost. · pressed with the turnout and 
"It's beautiful," said Tyrell. the reaction of the event. He 
"But takin•g in to account all the said a forum where all students 
issues at hand I have to ques~ion can air co~cerns--on parki~g, · 
how beautiful it is." housing and other everyday 
'Tm taking up that girl's problems--is neccesary. 
suggestion and I'm studying "It was a day by students, for 
here for finals," said Lisa Free- the students, about students," 
man, a junior. 'Tm going to the Munroe said. · 
library and bringing my books Nancy Tyrell, a senior, said 
over here. That is if I can find the idea was "fantastic" because 
, the books in the library." it brought the students who 
Chris Hoskin, a senior, sug- attended closer together. 
gested taking one of the elab- "It's great to see students 
orately decorated corifernnce coming together, really togeth- · 
tables and .replacing it with a er," said Tyrell. . 
card table. Then he advised Andy Boettcher, who spoke 
using the money s;ived for . on the need ,of studying the 
NEED EXTRA $$$$$, 
....._ 
Earn good summer money 
Winebaum News in Portsmouth 
New Hampshire wiJI have several 
positions availabl~ for the 
summer months day/ night and 
weekends available. 
Contact Lisa Trival at 
{603)431,..·~Q20 
s:oo.:.4:30 M-F -· 
~ 
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reception ists. 
We offer refe_rral bonuses and 
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i( Bible, said the forum ·pr9vided 
an excellant opportunity to ~ 
expound on his philosophies. 
You should .audition : 
"I walked out .of the library, 
saw all these people and said 
I can't pass this up," said 
Boettcher · 
Annie Bryan, a junior, said 
the forum opened her eyes to 
a lot of issues- she had been 
overlooking as a stµdent. 
"I will feel guilt ridden all day 
because I'm fairly unaware of 
the issues," said Bryan. \Tm 
definitely going to j'oin a group 
of some sort rtow that I know." 
Munroe said. he ~ould like to 
see this turned into a regular 
event, possibly occuring once 
a semester. But he added that 
he got little support from the 
University for the project. 
He said that he couldn't even 
. get loudspeakers from Media 
Services and he had to rent the 
equipment with his own 1;1oney . . 
\.., 
' for it 
'Dirty Dancing Part II'!: 
i( 
. i( 
Love., Kristine & Laura : 
Friends Forever t 
***************** 
Happy Belated Birthday 
KEVIN, 
We'll miss you. 
Love, 





, No DoWnpayment! 
No paym,nt for 90 Days! 
Congratulations to all g·raduating col'lege seniors and graduate students. Why .not 
make this memOiable time even more exciting by moving out irf a brand new' 
Pontiac from Fox Niss~n Pontiac? , · 
Because ri.ghtnow, qualifying graduates* can get a great graduation gift from 
Pontiac and GMAC: Pontiac will pay up to the minimum 5% downpayment re-
quired and GMAC will defer your first payment for 90 days. 
Starting a new stage of your life can be expensive. You can do .it in Pontiac , 
style without a lot. of cash up front and with three months to get yourself settled 
before your payments _begin. An0, 'of course; al'I other rebates and incentives are 
stilil applicable. · · 
So hurry in to Fox Nissan Pontiac today. We'll give you all the details and make 
sure your graduation is as exciting as it sho1:,1ld be. 
To qualify, you must be a graduating senior or graduate student from an accredited four-year institu-
tion, have a job or a commitment for employment, have no derogatory credit references,,and be able to 
meet the monthly payment obligation. ' 
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Lester Fisher's Honors Convocation. address 
We gather here toda y to asserts that the University's role. taneously made the object of 
acknowledge publicly the dis- is "to encourage understanding; our thoughts and actions . 
tinguished academic achieve- and that "the .task of the uni- Science no longer confronts 
men ts of honor students, versity is to educate and th.us nature as an objective ob-
members of the various honor to provide the leaders of tomor- server, but sees itself as an 
societies, and the recipients of row. These leaders will require actor in this interplay be- , 
prizes, awards, and scholarships. not only technical expertise, but tween man and nature. The 
This convocation is a time for and ability to analyze, to under- scientific method of analys-
you honqr students to bask in stand, and to make judgments ing, explaining and classify-
the light of your achievements _ about complex issues." These ing has become conscious of . 
and successes. And it is a time ' are right and noble concepts, its limitations, which arise 
for your loved ones, family and quickened to life in the daily out of the fact that by its 
friends to share that light, for work of many people through- intervention science alters 
they are the people who have out the University despite the and refashions th~ object of 
contributed immeasurably to continuing economic difficulties investigation. In other words, 
the living and the shaping of and the day-to -day effects of method and objec·t caq. no 
your lives in ways that have those difficulties. These con- longer be separated. · 
made possible the achieving of cepts need continued ennobling; In a later work--Physics and 
an undergraduate education. moreover, they need to be Beyond: Encounters ·and 
Your having done so well here applied to the situations within Conversations--He-isertberg says 
is also a manifestation of their which they are raised and iden-= that although ·the objectifying 
contributions. tified. If, for · example, the language of classical physics is 
· -~pnvocation also brings University fulfills its role and useful to make assertions about 
together1'£wlrv; administrators; task as identified in "The Stra- observable facts, predictions 
members ot tile professional, tegic Edge," generations of made on the basis of the finding 
technical, and operating staffs; leaders will emerg~ who will . of facts is dependent upon the 
ment in th<;! document is sym-
bolic. If this University is .to 
· fulfill what "The Strategic 
Edge" identifies as its quest-.-
to become "the best small public 
university" --the concept of di-
versity needs · to be fully incor,., 
porated into the plans for the 
long, slow movement towards 
excellence. 
For you honor students this 
contextualization of your aca-
demic achievements suggests 
· that you have overcome some 
obstacles and that you have 
succeeded in the midst of his-
torical circum·srances. These 
circumstances -have created and 
sustained certain limitations 
that have shaped-:- -and continue 
to shape--the thinking of many 
people who plan and form the 
destiny of this University. In 
your long, slow movement to 
distinguish yourselves you have 
don_e the work that has been 
asked of you, that you have been 
required to do. Today we cele-
brate those n9teworthy ad;ieve-
ments.-
.members of the Board of Trus- be eminently capalble of ana- posing of the experime_ntal" 
tees; and members of the larger lyzing, judging, and understand- question. Here, he claims, / 
community within which the ing complex issues, such as the it is no longer possible to 
University exists and fun_ctions. myriad complexities within this make predictions without 
We are here in our various University. The development reference to the observer or finally, we turn- -as Niels 
capacities to affirm .our recog- of this necessary reflexivity is the means of observation. To Bohr urged--to the poet and the 
nition of your wotk, your strug- a, fundamental step in the pro- that exr•e'nt, every physical language .of poetry iii order to 
gles to learn and to know, and cess of becoming an educated . process may be said to have create images and establish . 
your pleasure that issues from person, for h involves the use ., objective and subjective fea- mental connections. The po~t _ 
distintive academic accomplish- of acquired knowledge in the tures. The objective world Robert Hayden, in his volume 
ment. Your pleasure and your . service of developing inquiries of nineteenth-century science entitled Angle of Ascent, has 
joy increase the power of the into ways of knowing "' What, , was., as we know today' an given us a poem-- ''.Stars" --that 
light you bask in; the radiance then, becomes possible is a vital ideal, limiting case, but not . contains a section in which the 
warms us all. And so it is a time underS tanding of the inter- the whole reality. 19th Century Afro-American · 
for .celebration. connectedness of the object of abolitionist and feminist is 
study and the method of inquiry. For you honor .students the . memorialized. Sojourner Truth 
It is also a time for rerflection This idea of the inseparability larger reality is that you have k was born a slave in New Yor 
~ '.i,nquiry- -two acts of c0n- of method and object is as distinguished yourselves admir- . and fled to freedom in 1827 , 
sc10us·ness necessary to know essential to an understanding ably .within an institution that d f d b f later to be grante ree om y 
m0re ully what is.Jz~ing cele- of art, especially narrative art, has generally mad_e knowledge the New York 'State Emancipa-
brated, what is worthy-of being as it is to an understanding of '1l~ilf:\.b!e t6:c¥0U in limited ways;,. tion Act.. In f 84"3 she adopted ; 
celebrated. That you honor aspects of physical processe~ -A redent '1rlomen's ·Commission the •name of Sojourner Truth · 
to the mag.nif icence of her voice . . 
That man over there says 
that women need to be 
helped into carriages, and 
lifted over ditches, and to 
have the best place every-
where. Nobody ever helps me 
into carriages, or over mud-
puddl~s, or gives me any 
place! And ain't I a woman? · 
Look at me! Look at my arm! 
I have ploughed and planted, 
and ·gathered into barns, and 
no man could head me! And 
ain't I a woman? I could work 
as much and eat as much as 
a man--when I could get it-
-a-nd bear the lash as well! 
-And ain't a woman? I have 
borne thirteen childrep., and 
seen them most all sold-off 
to slavery, and when I cried 
out with my mother's grief, 
none but Jesus heard me! And 
ain't I a woman? 
· Robert Hayden suggests ter- · 
. sely and powe.rfully the mag-
. nificence of Sojourner Truth's -
voice; ·the spirit that informs 
·chat voice in Part III of "Stars". 
' I : III . -
.(Sojourner Truth) 
·Comes · walking . barefoot 
oµt of slavery 
·ancestress 
childless mother 
following the stars 
her mind a star · 
Follow the stars aiid make 
your minds stars. In making 
minds stars light your way imo 
the future. 
* * * * * 
students have distinguished in science. Writer Toni Mor- Newsletter points out. that only 1 d · I 
I 
. b . d f h f 11 .. and travel e extensive Y Do you wan·t to ga· 1·n 
~
rse ves 1s an o v10us em- rison's novel, Beloved, this twenty percent o t e u -t1me thro'ughout the country speak-
•. r~tion.o_ f your .abilities and year's winner.of the Pulitzer faculty are women, comp·ared d l · bl "t"ng e pe ing for eman~ipation an worn- va ua e wn 1 . x -
hle-nts; it is also a measure of Prize for fiction, has as _its-'obJ·ect · . to a student body that is fifty- · 
h 
.d bl b 
1 
. en's rights. During the,Civil ri·ence.~ have ·a good time 
t e cons1 era e a i it1es -- the the study of a particular period one percent female. Furthe- d k War Sojourner Truth visite 1. 
now ledge, the exp~rtise, the of s Lavery; but- ·- more · more, the Newsletter points out · and worked in army camps and· and get paid simu tane-
wisdom -- of the individual imiportantly--the _novel is for that in the College of Life d · l -i. Th Th N 
f 
she helped freed slaves who ha ous y t . en e ew 
acuity memberswith whom you Morrison an exploration of ~·ui(:!nces and Agriculture, the h Af 
h k d d f h 
1 C 11. f E . 
. d emigrated to the N ort . . ter . Hampshire 1· s for you'. 
ave wor e an rom w om "how a people--in this case one o ege o ng1neenng an 1 · 1865 she travelled extensiye y 
you have learned. Your work individual. or a small group of Physical Sciences, the Whitte- ·· throughout the East and Midw-
~ . the work_ of the faculty and individuals--absorb~ and rejects more School, and the Thompson est to urge the development of 
su·pp'o'rt~. staffs has occurred inforrnation on a very personal School women_ hold fewer than I · increased educationa .oppor-
w ithin an ·•in.stitution that level about something (slavery) ten percent of all full -time 
h h 
· · · tunit_ies for all peop_le. Listen / 
t roug 1cs various const1tuen- that is undigestable arid unab- faculty appointments. Since 
cies has struggled to define its sorbable, completely." Here the knowledge is ,constructed-- ' • ••• • • • • ••• •• • • ••~••••••••• 
* * * * * 
educational mission, role, and _object of inquiry is experienced, JP-pendent upon the question : 
task while it has regularly been analyzed and understood or ·questions posed, and since .: 
hampered by the lack of ade- throu-gh -particular . fictional methodology is invariably con- • 
qu!l,te financial resources, pFin- perspectives; the story, thus, nected to the object of study, Happy Birthday . : __ 
C i-p-.a.11 y be Cause Of the is greater than the object of these figures are especially Paula-Ann! (H3) : 
historically-parsimonious prac- inquiry. . . egregious because they suggest • 
rices of the legislators _ and Thi's enlargement of under- the validation of particular 
politicians of this state. The standing is akin to Werner forms of knowledge at the 
evolved culture of poverty--- Heisenberg's th-inking about expense and exclusion of other ' 
certa,inly not to be confused·with science, n_ature, and aspects of forms .. And we are all impov-
the cultures of poverty that physical processes in The Phys- erished when newer construc-
3:fflict many rural and urban icist's Conception of Nature. tions of knowledge are system-
ar~as. gf this country obstructs Heisenberg says that: atically excluded because that 
this necessary process of insti-· when we speak of the knowledge does not fit the pre-
tutional self-definition because picture of nature in the exact existing paradigm. 
during times_ of privation in- science. of ciur age, we do not If you honor ~tudents are to 
dividual goals and desires more mean a picture of nature so become the leaders of tomor-
often than not become privat- much, as a_ pict11:re of our row, it ismecessary that.certain 
ized. This retreat and withdra- relatwns_h~p_s wtth nature. other experiences be made 
wal into the world of the per- '_fhe old _d1v1_s1on of the _wor!d available to you in order for you 
sonal and the world of the rnt_o obJec~1ve processes_ rn to begin to understand the 
p'rofessional specialization often ~pace ~nd time and the mrnd complexities of the world for 
exacerbates what may very well m. which t~ese processes are which you prepare. There needs 
be the major continuing diffi- mtrror_ed--1~otherwords, the to be made available to you 
culty in the U niversity; which Cartes1~n d1ffer€nce between· experiences with people of 
is pettiness. And it is difficult · res cogttans and res extensa- color both in the classroom and 
to work, to learn, to teach, and · -is no longer a suitable start- in the University community 
certainly to d\stinguish oneself ~ng point for our unde~stand- more generally. There needs to 
in an environment where, pett- rn~ of mode~n s~1ence. be develope.d the recognition 
iness and mean-spiritedness Science, we find, 1s now that, as Jacob Bronowski asserts 
abound. focu~ed 01:1 the nerwork of in The Ascent of Man, "diversity 
Seventeen months ago there relat10nsh1ps betwee,n man is the propeller of evolution." 
appeared before the University and_nature, on the fram~w?rk The concern for diversity is 
community a document entitled w~1ch makes us as livrng mentioned in "The Strategic 
"The Strategic Edge: a.Vision berngs depende~t parts of Edge" in the penultimate pa-
. for the University of · New nature, a1;1d which V:'e as ragraph .in the section entitled 
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Editorial ) 
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Supreme Court segregaf es-
The battle to keep µltra-conservative 
Robert Bork froin the Supreme Court was 
a long and vicious one. If he had been 
confirmed, the deciding fifth vote for the 
right-wing majority would have been 
complete. So when Bork was rejected and 
Judge Anthony Kennedy confirmed, liberals 
and civil activis.ts brealhed a sigh of relief. 
It wouldn't last long. 
die d_ecision came from outside the court. 
While there is a current sui.t using the 
Runyon case as a basis, neither side 
. questioned the original ruling. The court, 
on its own authority, ordered a reassessment 
of the 1976 ruling. That our Supreme Court 
feels they should reconsider this decision 
is appalling. That they are doing so on their 
own accord is frightening. 
a store owner from selling to blacks, for 
example. 
We should all be nervous about the court's 
apparent regression. In one subtle move, 
they · stand to chip away an essential 
ingredient for equal .rights. And there is 
no telling what - or who - will be comprom-
ised next. Will they slowly strip ·away more 
anti-discrimination decisions? Women's 
rights? Rights to privacy? Is Big Brother 
watching? 
Last week the Supreme Court made a 
startling announcement. Next term the 
court will be reconsidering a major civil 
rights decision made on the 1976 Runyon 
v. ,McCrary case. The Runyon case concluded 
by a 7 to 2 decision that it is illegal for private 
schools to deny black students The ruling 
set a precedent allowing persons to sue 
private citizens alleged of racial bias. As 
a civil rights decision, the case became one 
of several in our judicial system which 
enforces the. prevention of racial discrim-
ination. 
The 5 to 4 vote to review the case left 
the court deeply divided on the issue. 
According to Time magazine, Justice Harry 
Blackmun wrote, in 1an angry objection, · 
that he was "at a loss" of why the-majority 
wanted to reassess a decision "that so clearly 
reflects our society's earnest commitment 
to ending rada) discrimination." 
If the court ends up overturning the 
original ruling of the Runyon case, a painful 
blow will be delivered to blacks, liberals 
and civil rights activists alike. There is no ~ 
federal law preventing private schools from 
adopting a whites-only policy or p'reventing 
While the majority insists _their action 
does not .already indicate an overturn of 
the ruling, it is disturbing how they have 
taken it upon themselves to review the case. 
Now that Kennedy has shown himself to 
be a fifth vote f9r the conservative majority, 
there is no telling how many other decision,s 
the rnurt will randomly re-examine. And 
all the civil rights Bork's nomination 
blatantly threateneEi may now be quietly 
trimmed away. ' · 
The shocker was !_hat no request to rev1ew 
State side 
To the Editor: 
Thank you, Alise. Thank you for 
bringing your concern to the public. 
In reference to your quote, "maybe 
next year's administration will be 
more compassionate." I begin by 
saying that I show compassion for 
persons ?'ith AIDS. I do not show 
compassion for nonresident stu-
dents at UNH. I would like .,to let 
you know that the article "Out-of-
state rate hike" in the Tuesday, 
April 26, 1988 edition of The New 
Hampshire was factual and did not. 
contain the opinfori of any of the 
student representatives.1 was asked 
the· facts and I gave them to the best 
of my knowledge. I stated the 
rationale of the Board of Trustees. 
They ·said "It is more attractive if 
you go to the state legislature with 
budget requests, and can say you 
have out-of-state students who pay 
for 100 percent of their education." 
I was not asked my opinion. I did 
not g~ve rhy opinion. But, as you 
may have guessed by now, here is 
my opinion: · 
.I do believe that out-of-state 
students · (yes,' ev¢h Ma:ss:achtisetts· 
residents) ,should pay· 100%. of the , 
.. cost ofe-d,ucation at UNH. New 
Hampshire ~anks the -lowest of the 
50 states in it_'.s support. to.higher 
education.: New J-hmpshire can 
hardly. sub~idize · fr's taxpaying 
r~sidents~ much less,_ nonresidents 
from across the nation. "Out-of-
staters':·:rnrrently will be· paying · 
93.1 % ,.of the cost of education. 
Whar right do you have, Alise or 
any other nonres·ident, to request 
New Ha!Dpshire dollars to subsid- . 
ize your · e.d_ucation? I believe you 
have no right to th~t money and 
I believe most NH taxpayers · and 
the full legislature would agree wirh-
me! 
An area that I will question, 
~ however, is the issue of the actual 
"cost of education" at UNH. I 
believe that the figure that is being 
used is inflated and therefore "out~ 
) 
of-st.aters" are paying more than 
their share ·of education. This· theory 
of mine, nevertheless, does not sway 
me from my stance on 100% cost 
for nonresidents. What this brings 
to our attention is that we should 
investigate the figures and equa-
tions that the UNH administratin 
is using to determine our "cost of 
education." I am the current Student 
Body President and have only one 
day left in my one year term. My 
solution is to charge next year's 
student government with the task 
of researching and calculation the 
"true" cost of education at UNH. 
Only then, when this figure is 
known,. will we be able to determine 
the relation of in-state vs. out-of-
state tuition. And only then, will 
we be able to take our concern to 




Student Body President 
New Hampshire Resident 
Apology 
Clean-up 
To the Editor: 
Am I the only one who finds it 
hypocritical that UNH should 
launch hundreds of balloons as part 
of a day for celebrating a clean-up 
and environmental awareness? 
Those balloons have to come 
down somewhere, and when the 
do, they are litter. And not very 
decomposable litter· either. 
. Furthermore, land birds who try 
to use the string for nest building 
can get entangled and die. If the 
balloons land in water, water birds 
can also get entangled and die. 
Let'.s put a stop to this practice 
of massive balloon launches. 
Sincerely yours, 
C. Anthony Federer 
Extinction 
. To the Ediror: 
As we enjoy the coming of spring 
in New Hampshire, thousand.5 of 
wild plants and animals are dying 
each day. So many .die that it is : 
To the Editor, . estimated we lose between J and 
.• ·'It q~s be~ri,hr_ought to oi:r{ aife-~- J9:~~~d~ro'f '~l_a~~s fnd ~p~m·~v, · 
ti'on that,s~:veral ·members bf the each day. to extmct10n. This i~ the 
UNH tbok ' offense to the ' wdrd ; result of massive ·deforestation· 'in- . 
·1ast century- a me1'eey.t:b.ljp1Zfo the 
history of the earth. •· · 
Through this massive destruction 
not only are we drastically decreas-
ing the earth's rich diversity of life, 
but we are ultimately destroying 
ourselves. Human life can not exist 
without plants and animals. Over 
half of our medicines come from, 
'or--we.re discovered in wild plants 
and animals. A ,bulldozer may have 
destroyed the cure for cancer yes-
terday, .or it may be the AIDS 
vaccine that is destroyed tomorrow. 
Humans ultimately suffer from this 
massive destruction of non-human 
life. 
How can individuals such as 
ourselves help to decrease this tidal 
wave of extinction? We can join 
_g reputa~le C()nservation o_rgani-
zation. There are many excellent 
organizations out there whose 
purpose is to protect ans preserve 
· rare- plants and animals, and the 
land upon which they 1-ive. A 
particularly good one is the Nature 
Conservancy which completes one 
purchase of habitat for endanger~d 
species each day. They. are con-
cerned with protecting plan~s and 
animals in the United States, as_ well 
as around the world. You can 
contact the Nature Conservancy 
at: 1800 North Kent Street, Arling-
ton, Virginia 22209. We need to 
invest now in non-human life, for 
if the destruction continues at this 
rate, future generations may not 
be able to. 
Ann Mermigos 
Senior 
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University Forum 
Dean Ritvo speaks" Out T. o--the ··;,;• w~=~· , 
By Ro_ger A. -Ritvo 
_ The calendar says it's springtime; which means 
that l have been a Dean at the University of New 
Hampshire for nine months. When the moving 
truck arrived last August, and I was getting settled 
during the Fall, I excitedly anticipated my first year 
at UNH. As graduation approaches, I thought I . 
would use this symb9lic ending and beginning to 
share some of my reflections on this experience. 
First, thi~ University enjoys a greater reputation 
. nationally than I think we sometimes believe on 
campITs. Our inte.rnal energies seem devoted as 
much (if not more) to identifying and discussing- · 
problems as we are to solve the_m. This seems . to 
exacerbate issues. Second, in my numerous contacts 
with students, both formal and informal, I am 
jmpressed by their hard working, concerned and 
hard playing energies. Students in Health Studies 
as well as~other colleges are willing to invest the 
t-irhe and energy to make the most of the total UNH 
experienc,:e. , · . 
· Third, the schism between students and ·admin-
. istration may be narrowing a bit, ·but I don't have 
a broad historical context. During informal 
c;:onversations at Stillings over lunch with some 
, undergraduates, or at breakfast .at Young's, I am 
,aware that the issues confronting administration 
are as invisible to mQst students as Saturday night 
parties -are to non-students. rwiU not develop a 
list of proposed solutions; the key point is that 
~his lack of shared reality can have negative 
corisequences for both parties. It leads to a semi-
corhpetitive, "we/they" mentaliw. 
Fourth, and perhaps most· important for both 
the policy making process and the quality of life 
· on this campus, is the willingness of students to 
\.. 
participate in a variety of extra-turritular activities. · 
The fact that more groups want space in the MUB 
testifies to this, strength. Health Studies students 
haye responded when ~sked to call accepted 
applicants, to solicit annual gifts at a ph@n-a-thon, 
and to give advice on policy decisions. Without 
hesitation, their willingness to. contribute has made 
these efforts most successful. 
· What can students do to help these channels of 
communication remain open? Keep bringing to 
our attention issues and problems that need to be 
solved. Some can -be adjudicated easily in the short 
term, while others require futher discussions. By 
the same token, what can I . as an academic dean 
do in the same vein? One. of the most enjoyable 
aspects of my job so far has been getting to know 
students in "their" environment: in class, in the~ 
cafeteria, in the dorms, in their Greek system 
residents, at the gym. As we learn what it means 
to be .a consumer of this University's educational 
system, we as managers can hopefully make informed 
decisions before acute crises arise. 
As many, of the facu:ity, staff and · students .leave 
campus for diferent summer environs, I look forward 
to the beginning of the flext academic cycle. Now 
that I have been through it once, I am more familiar 
with the language, the .culture, and the issues· facing. 
this campus. I have no doubt that they will change 
over t!me. Today's general education~ library and 
space concerns will be replaced by other problems 
in the future ( unfortunate, but true)! Wpat hopefully 
· will not change is the willingness of faculty, staff, 
students and administration to work together to 
solve these probleQ1s . .It is in aU of our best interests 
to do so. 
Roger A. Ritvo, Ph.D. is a Professor and Deq,n at' 
the School of Health Studie_s. 
President 
By Phil Broder 
I owe you an apology. You see, l lied when -I told[i 
you last month that I was transferring out of UNH [/I 
due to financial reasons. There's really a lot more[} 
to it than that, a~d I feel I owe you an explanation. [I 
Several people have accused me of cynicism over(} 
the last two years, so maybe I should break that}} 
mold and try to be positive for a moment. I really({ 
do like UNB. Durham is a nice town, and New[J 
Hampshire is a nice place to live, despite everything)]/ 
I've said to the contrary. The dining hall food is[!I 
actually pretty good, especially ~ompared to other[[ 
schools (however, please exclude yankee pot roastI]: 
from that remark). The friends I've made at UNH/J 
are going to be hard to leave. I like my classes (okay,!]: 
well maybe not calculus), and l have nothiqg but:[: 
respect for my wildlife management professors,{{ 
... . I've gotten a decent education over the last twoil 
II years. But I've al-so gotten a goo~ start on an ulcer. mt 
1.i.i.1.1. pr~b~~;~~eti~1:~~:;tfik: t::r::I~~~rliu~i n¥.~~·~1111111 
tuition, lack of any social life, inability to get classes,}ff 
.,:1,,,
1
:_!:_i,,,·.,,,!=,,_1=,,_l,,,_ ~f £2:~~r~;·iti~Y;~~\i~F!i!;~:c~_;~:~i 
of dead horses? . · ft 
But do you know about UNH' ~ attitude problem? I::::![ 
!J:} More specifically, the_.,adrninistratipn's attitudeff 
ff problem?. Ysm ·see, ~9rdon, . you _and some o fr y.9ur}:j 
ti friends have come to 'the conclusion; that UNH isIJ 
•:_1,,,l',,1,, ,=,,_1,,,1=,,_1,,, for the acl.m:inist~ation, not.the students.' It shows!{: 
in places li~e the new 1-Jealth Services buildi,ng,[( 
oredge, - ,. ~ - ,. ; r -
which is inaccessible to some students. In Thompson){ 
t=::: Hall, which prcivides a lovely place for the}\ 
·•_1,1.11_1.1_1. administration to work, but is unused by the students. [I 
In Stoke Hall,. which is going to lose a floor of much-1:[ it aill't just mud· \ 1::1:1: needed student housing to some new administrative{!i 
.... offices. In commencement addresses, where the{:[ 
By K·en Baldwin 
This irpart eleven of fourteen environmental 
science and engineering articles appearing in a ser-
ies sponsored by the UNH Pride Committee. The 
series discusses important environmer,itqi is sues 
that the UN H Faculty have expertise in and which 
. h-ave relevance to the UNH Community. 
1111111 students have next to no sarin who the admin-fI 
r =, istration chooses to speak. It really shows i_n the!]: 
/\ words and. actions of your top aides~ Gordon: Gr~gg[J 
placed in a barge. . ,,,;::, Sanborn taking the Constitution: into his own hands{} 
In the past the typical resting place for dredged sediment l:::I last year and illegally searching Congreve; Richatdf{ 
was a terrestrial site. Presently there is a-paucity of upland ::/ Hersh declaring that students aren't adults until::{ 
sites and open ocean disposal sites are the only viable '"''"' h d G ....... 
alternative. Open ocean disposal sites are typically within . ·,i,,:=,,_1,,,1=,, 1,,, __ i,:,i',,:,,~:. It eky grfa uate. ofrdonh, I'm tdalking aMboutba sim1;Iei] 
twenty kilometers of shore and in ten to fifty meters ac o respect or t e stu ents. ay e you reft 
of water. Due to the proxitnity to sh0re and the fact that forgetting who's money is running the school. Tell}:i 
approximately th,irty percent of dredged sediments are ::::1::: me, Gordon, if the students are paying the professor' sf:j: 
contaminated, efforts must be made to isolate these :;:;,,,, salaries, the administrator's salaries, and for the[} 
sediments from the water co'luµin at the end of the disposal ,,,,,,,, majority of everything that happens at UNH, how[::: 
operation. Capping is the procedure used to isolate the fi come we're treated like second-class citizens?. Why[i 
If you ash;d the average person on the street what dredged sediment from the water column. A layer of },, do we spend more time wor_ rying-about whetherl_._!! __ l!.\_!._ 
he/she knew about dredge spoils,-you would probably l d · l d h d. l d · ········ 
l 1 h c ean san 1s Pace over t e isposa mou0. to contain · It we can cut through red tape at the Registrar's office1.i_\_!_j_j_!_:_ e icit a suspicious g ance or int e most.optimistic scenario and is.olate the dredged se4iment. · ,,,,,,,, f d . b l h k f ....... 
. ~:/:·l£i!:c~~~;1:' ;'~en~~:~::~' ~f ~~!d;!~~~ii:,O,l~:: th~~~~::!?~~:m:i;e~e ,:di:,C:~~~1!, ~nnd';!~~~!::i' 1,1, 1,:_.1,1_1. .. ~i F:~ant;~e Ai~t;::n :/J~e:b~0ut ~p~o~t::g ~~~;~11111111 
origin or thei_r fate . Dredge spoils are an item tha-t is There are people in the ·regulatory agencies who consider or papers? It's a matter of priorities Gordon, and({ 
out of sight a:l'l.d therefore. out of mind. tapping the most.effective ,solution to the contaminated iJ the students aren't your highest one,T m afraid. }} 
Dredge spoils are the sediments removed from harbors, dredged sediment\problem. Once the cap is in place the [i You know what the last straw was, Gordon? UJ 
rivers and estuaries during routine maintenance dredging spoU mounds are considered secure and are "routinely" fjjj was sitting in class re'ading the paper one day· last:{l 
~~rpepw_indgr:tg_ ;~~et~ ~:et~:ri~~i~:~ ~~tf~~Yyc~;~gge!~ monitored every three to four months, regardless of local _!'=:':=:'·,_··=:_!.I:,::,_!:_'=, ;:,.:· . fall, when I happened across an article ~bout the(I! . 
· short term storm effects. Statements are made on the .. : res. t_ r_uctur_ ing of the administration. It seemed_ that!.i_._,j._:j_!_!_· to allow safe passage, of marine commerce. Most harbors l · b 'l' f h ·1 d h b -d 
d h h f ~ ong term sta 
1 ity-o t e. spot mot:p;i st at are ase · the Stud_ ent Senate was being moved farther _fr_omif 
an s ipp-ing c annels are in areas o high population on insufficient data . There ·ar:e still issues that require h d h 
density and, industrialization. While the indQst·ry_and . S T 11 bi d"d h d" h d d. ..,.,., t e Presi · em int e administrativ.e hjer~tchy. fll[i 
~-:if ff ~5t;!;i1Ei}~f §1El~!f :;!~;; . ' ~jJ¥,:~1~1~i~~~ii~~~r~!f !;twtt~;:,·:l'-:ii~i}i~~~f !t~~~ J~:~~ff ~!~J~~::1 . 
t in s~difoents are ·PCB's,. metals and pestiddes. Loc,ally; currents--,,an:d storm tflq.~µced '.w~t~·t:'•: co!:4:mP motto~? , -Ht"'. . ;,St1U-.Gotdon, why should yo_u __ :care? After all_,_ I fntili! 
. - ~hrom,iu_r,p, an ~rtifact of the oq.ce . thdving sl).oe leather , R h · •' · , (d · · h ·""·· l d f h d · ·11 1 · ·, ........ 
. tan_ nirig industry., is t~aclily found ·fn the'Great Bay.'estuarine . esearc. :ers 10. oc~an ~ngrge:t ·r.u;ig ~~-, :Aceanograp _.Y:., ·,:::m-i: ori f bne sti.i ent· out o ten t . oi.Isan· . We ; - et !'IletJ-
. · d - •r · , ' at lJN_ H i;t_re _pre_sent!y: 11:ivo1y~.d·/ 1;,_e!'1dp.,1~9rs- to.. dev.~lopr' , . _ I,:.i,f_!,l_i_!  thro. __ w __ ._ m_ odesty to i_h: e"w __ in_, d .. and_.·tell_ y_o_ 1rnb_ou.·,t m_ yse. 1£),;_t,'._i,i_l,i. ·. se iment:s. · .. h_e .. .el,ec.tronics_ indus~:r_ y i$ responsible fq_r l L l f d d 
PCB ' ., .. . , .. fN B. "cl£ d "M''Ah b d ,. -r~_a t1mei!1,
sttU,£?On1to:mgcapaotl(les o,r •~~e._at. _re, &e ,. , jj_:i,f.l_',,fm.irt_,.? '"h_ard ,ma1·or, -takirtgclasses.,_l_ikeVerteb_tateJ.i.i. ·> 
. : :_ -cont~m-t'r1.aq0n p ,_ew e F9r ·' ., .:if ()f. an . disposal sttes ._The ult1ma_te goal of the.mOQ.ltormg IS, ,1_. ,·,:,:;:; ,.,M ' ·•, h 1· ... ' d' s · t ' t" _'B t" . ,-. ' ··1 ··11 •1..: .•,:,$ . -~--- th'e I.Ju'ds·o--n· n1·~;-er 'es·tua·ry so· m· e of t·h 0 se con· tam·1· nan'ts ·· . · - '. · ·, · - .. - '( · · · · ·, ' ·. · ,,,,,,,, . orp o ogy-an · ys ema IC o any yet stt · uav.e i·=·=· 
: , . .,Fil . . n:3 . . . . .· ' . .. ."' \ . : . . • : . ' to· .pr<;>Vt~e dat~ to allnv reas~nable _, an,s~er~ tQ -the .. a,p9v~ '. ~}m'l, ,. ·3·. '2 , ·_,,.,, .. ·.'. I; ... • 'b' . . . h .; ~ - : : ' , . p . ;f. , &: .. 
. are transported out of the estuary or harbor to the _ocean. questionpo be developed. : . . . . • _; ... /-' .. . . _ _. tL :a , . _ cum. , ve ~~n 19-. t e H.Oflo!.s _ _rogram. or i:m 
Dthe . ts;< set}le. out of the water ~olurrin a?d r:esid·e and · . The rriagriitMe of dredgi_ng- ope_ratjq,i:is ' a.~d dispq:i;al }f two years, l.ve .been ~wen $?000 rn ~c~olars~1~s, JII . 
accuml;llate in:_d1~·.bottom sediill~nt. Th¢ sedime-nt is - is quire large·. Hist0rically, dreq.ging ;operatioi;is are the ,,. it and- Lbelong t{) a pair of hono•r soc-1et1es. I'm m!If 
,.constantly acci,u:nuladng ansf acguiring these, contaminant~ largest excavation projec;:ts. Yearly, dredging ,op.erations · -ll the marching band and hall government, participate In 
· ap.d in SOfl.1€ instances providing a ·stable hom,e for them. in the United States .remove ,and_ disch. ar_ge. three tii,:nes I.f.I.l ,. in chi,b and co-rec spons, and belong · to a half dozen I.I.I.I . .. · 
. When the_"sediment. plus the resident contaminants,. h f h d h l b ld h p 
reaches a cert.~in depth and impinges upon i:iavigarional t e amount o eart remove . w I e m mg _t e anama lf student organizations. I've faithfully gone to nearly IM 
safety, .. the har.bor is clredged. This is where the problem ~anal. Th~5 transl~tes t?. .one Pan~ma Canal of c<:>ntain- Ili!i\ every movie and concert MUSO and SCOPE have III!i 
begins. . . mated sediment _bemg d1scharged .mto. our coastal waters. ff put on, I don't cause dorm damage don't play too @I ' 
on a yearly basis. As we rely more on the ocean. and . JI h l d · d , d · k d d , h . · Il 
Dredging causes two general problems concerning co0.tinental shelf areas for dredged sediIV_ept disposal, Jl _!llUC _ ou musIC, _ on t rm , an on t_ eyen a~e fl 
the contaminated sediments. During the actual dredging more efforts must be made to insure that the sediments lli a fake I.D. Gordon, I am a college admm1strator s !it 
'process particulate are res us pended in the water column are properly disch;irged and isolau;d'f,rom: the, ~a:.ter c~lumn l:i we~ dream, and yet you -can't keep me -~t thi-s school. tt 
and transported to a new location. The)ate of these . and the coastal communiry. , · . , .. ••. ·'> , .!.I.I.I.,_ Th1_nk about that as you fall asleep tonight, Gordon. :.'ii.I.I.• 
p_articulate i,s untractable. In essen1ce, these resuspended G -d I k d db -
particulate represent a small fraction qf the total dretlge Ken Baldwin is an Ass.ist.ant Professor oj:Mechani- ::::::( 00 uc 'an g~o ye. l::r 
spoil. The major problem is what to do with the remainder cal Engineering and Co'ot:dinator of the Ocean Engi- !\! Phil Broder will be a juni~r in Clemson ' Unive_rsi - M 
of the sediment that was re'1oved from the bottom and neering Program. /II,. ty's wildlife biolo~y program next fall. /{/ 
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SAVE up to. $100 on summer 
storage of your books, furniture, . , . 
· ·.. . . · . · . clothing, papers, etc. 
. -- . . · ·Now only $150 from MAY .· · 
. · through SEPTEMBE·R~>:·: · 
' : ,' • \ • ' • .> • •~ ,, ; ~ : • l ~ • ,,- •, • 
. ;. . . . . . . . . ~ ' . . ' . : ~-- :,_- " . . ,}ti:· - ·_.: \ .. .:fl'' ' •. , ;,,~·~:• 
. • \ .:• ,. ! 
· DON'T WAIT -· · 
Space is limited·~ · 
Call Today~.· 
~ 
and .. reserve yOur .space 
_, 
'• \ ' ~ 
PURDY · .. ... ·. 
I, r • I 
. :·: .:-
>i':.. _,· t' -· .. - . ;' 
~ t - -· !' . 
· . .SELF-STORAGE . 
CENTER ·. 
' .... ·, ' 
56 Sixth Street, Dover, NH 03820 · 
..__ . 
* Price based on 4' x 16' space. Smal-ler or larger sizes avaHable. · 
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Arts & Eiitertainment 
Win•<t symphony 
{,11Jttl/ · . 
J! 
The Do'a Wodd Music Ensem,ble. 
World Musjc · · ··· .. ·· ·... atUNH 
By Beth Morahan 
The Do'a World Music En-
semble, an exciting and com-
pelling Il)usical group, will be 
performing their unique brand 
of "world music" this Satu_rday 
night at 8 p.m. in the Strafford 
Room of the MUB. They are 
performing ·on behalf of the 
· local seacqast Chapter of Am-
. nesty International. . 
Amnesty lnternafional is. an 
· in,dependent organization ded-
icated to securing human rights. · 
The organiz,ation is working to 
• achiev~ the release of all pol-
itical "prisoners of conscience," 
insuring their fair and prompt 
trials and seeing an end to_, 
AC/l)C 
executions and torture world-
wide. 
The Do'a World Music En-
- semble incorporates the sounds 
of over seventy musical instru-
ments drawn from the worl~'s 
· diverse musical cultures into 
their original compositions. By 
. effectively combining their ex-· 
tensive backgrounds in jazz, 
classical and improvisationa~ 
training with the- fresh and 
-exotic sounds. of instrumeqts 
such as West African adodo 
drums and Indian bansri flutes; 
the result is an . striking collage 
of intricate rhythms and melodic 
sounds that break the barrier·s 
of both musical disciplines and 
cultures. 
The Do'a World Music En-
semble has been the recipient 
of international acclaim over 
the past twelve years. ln 1986 
they participated in the highly 
successful "Peace Tour," a mus-
ical and educational program 
· aimed at celebrating the lnter-
.pa t ional Year of Peace . . In 
addition, they h~ve performed 
with artists such as jazz king 
Dizzy Gillespie and Tom Rush 
at venues such as Carnegie Hall-
and New York's Lincoln Center. 
Tickets are $10 for non-
students at- the door, $8 in 
advance and $6 for students. 
Tickets are on sale at the MUB 
ticket office. 
electrifies 
:J'.••~ I • -...__ • • 
by Patrik Jonsson 
The sound just wasn't right. 
I tried moving around, changing 
seats, but something else was 
wrong. It wasn't the acoustics 
_of the Johnson Theatre. The 
first number of the UNH Wind 
Symphony's performance Wed-
r,iesday night simply did not go 
over too wdl. 
They were performing Gor-
don jacob's "More Old Wine In 
New Bottles···. As I finally got 
settled down, sure of the fact 
that it was not the acoustics, I · 
listen~d for what exactly it was. 
I noticed when the softer parts 
entered, with the notes floating 
lo'w and brassy, it did not sound 
felt : I know that is a hard term 
to define. But it's a real term, 
and should be considered. It was 
as if the conductor; Stanley D. 
Hettinger, had, perhaps in an 
effort to make the piece sound 
"rjght", sterilized it. The music 
sounded contrived. The musi-
cians were reading the,,notes 
straight off, straining to keep 
with the others, and from that 
strain g~ew an insecurity that 
made the· piece sound off. There 
was no, to use another vague 
term, soul. This was especially 
noticeable in these slow-moving 
sections, where the individual 
notes could readily be plcked 
out by listening ears. When the 
piece pi~ked up·, went louder and 
with quicker notes, it sounded 
more whole, as if the beat and 
timing that the musicians were 
trying so hard to get right, were 
more important than,individual 
interpretation. 
During the sec:ond piece of 
the evening, Reynaldo Hahri's 
"Le Bal De Beatrice D'Este," 
when instruments had go_tten 
a little warmer and more spit-
greased, the music warmed up. 
It slid along easier. There were 
slow movements in this ballet 
piece too, but the musicians _did 
not_ seem as caught up in listen-
. ing to everyone else, but inter-
preted the piece more ind'ivid-
ually. There were also some 
excellent solos and background 
fills from the piano and harps. 
Still, there was somet~ing 
that did not fit right. It seemed 
as if Hettinger still kept the 
music under tight rein. His -
timing was excellent. This 
showed especially in the piece · 
that followed the Hahns' piece, 
the "Danza- Final from Estancia" 
by Alberto Ginastera, where the 
full orchestra swung to a rhyth-
mic back-beat where timing was 
crucial, and the beats fell right 
into place~ and beautifully so. 
This piece was the .best of the 
evening. But Hettinger stifled 
the individualness (with some 
notable· exceptions: the flutists, _ 
especially). It seemed as if he 
simply djd nottrust the skill of 
the band as a whole. -There may 
have ·been some musicians not 
quite up to par with others and 
for their sake it seemed Het-
tinger kept the notes tight and . 
expressionless . . 
.. · I did find myself a bit mis-
proven, however, during the last 
piece, "Gazebo Dances for 
Band" by John Corigliano. Even 
the scuttle, careful movements 
moved smoothly and fully, fil-
ling the theatre with expertly 
· performed music.1 suppose the 
recital could be compared to a 
meal where at first there is an 
empty stomach and at the end 
is one filled to bursting,with the . 
food, .like confidence, slowly 
settling as one eats. 
AC/DC 
Cumberland County Civic Cen-
ter, Portland 
passage into a tougher, more 
macho world: You have to show 
you like rough music (although 
AC/DC is m~llow by some 
comparisons), wear the right-
t-shirt (AC/DC, Whitesnake, 
or Aerosmith preferable), sport 
the right amount of facial hair 
(a moustache, however slight, 
is_ mandatory), smoke the right 
brand of cigarettes (Marlboro · 
seemed in vogue), and drag the 
each their own, I guess). The 
ritual worked for the older 
. brothers, most of whom prob-
ably pump gas and drive pick-
New Wave:R.I.P. 
Tuesday, May 3 
By Arthur Lizie 
I come not to bury AC/DC, 
but to praise them. · 
When I tell people I saw 
AC/DC, the knee-jerk reaction 
has usually been a disappointed, 
questioning "Really?" Well, yes, 
I really did. And, yes, I really . 
did enjoy it; Quite simply, 
AC/DC ar.e a fun band. Sure, 
they bring back horrible memo- . 
ries of bygone h!gh school and 
junior high days, diY_s when the 
local dirtbags wore tlt~it decrep-
it Back in Black t-shirts every 
day, without fail; who cares? 
AC/DC are a fun band. · 
Tuesday night at the Cumber-
land County Civic Center in 
Portland, AC/DC kicked off the 
American leg of their Blow Up 
Your Video World Tour with 
little unnecessary ,fanfare and , 
beaucoup d'energy. Although 
there were a few minor prob-
lems, the show was ultimately 
rewarding. 
At an AC/DC show, it isn't 
always quite as important to pay,. 
attention to_ the music, although 
it is top notch, ~s it is to watch 
the show and the crowd. The 
crowd: AC/DC is, for the most 
part, a male experience. Per-
forming_the sa_me ritualistic acts 
as countless otdet brothers have 
performed before them, -most 
males in attendence seemed to 
attend' the show as a rire of 
right female in tow (no com-
ment on the tvoe of female. to 
up trucks now, so why not give By Marc Mamigonian 
it a try? Enough of this though, Back around the time was in 
· this is a concert review, not an Junior High, there was some-
anthropology report. . · thing exciting going on (al-
. AC/DC's stage show is _a · though it had absolutely nothing 
mixture of silly, enjoyable mus1C to do with my being in Junior 
and silly, enjoyable _p~ops. Al- · High, which was almost sick-
though often classifie_d as. a __ eningly unexciting). It was 
AC/DC page 18 cal~ed "New Wave,". a term 
··-····· ··· · ' · wh1Ch I ne\'.'er really hked, but 
one that referred to the enor-
mous and See!Ilingly spontane-
ous explosion of new, innov-
ative and exciting music being 
produced by new bands mostly 
of British ·extraction. It hit me 
square in the forehead sometime 
around 1979-80, but unbe-
knownst to me, it had started 
around-1977. · · · 
New Wave was never punk.-
To me, most punk was just as 
repellent as the excremental 
disco and other pop pap that 
· dominated the late 70's. How-
·ever, the punk movement did 
open the doors for slightly more 
mellow "New Wavers." Thus, 
the Sex Pistols-may have started 
a lot of this stuff, but their 
musical influence was, merci-
fully, limited. As music, the 
Pis.tols were basically turd, but 
they sort of introduce<i, or at 
least reintroduced, the idea that 
Brian Johnson and Angus. Young of AC/DC. 
~ you can be angry and outspoken 
-- , in music.The New Wave move-
ment took this idea and replaced 
the Pistols' amateurish caca-
phony with appropriate music. 
Two albums released in 1977 
seem, in retrosp-ect, to be the 
"big two" in catalyzing th_e 
movement and giving it an 
intelligible and 'intelligent voice. 
These two landmark albums are 
the Clas·h's debut album and 
Elvis Costello's My Aim Is True. 
These two records were bursting 
with exciting, raw, angry music; 
they were light years ahead of 
not only the mid::70's schlock 
that was · dominant at the time, 
btit also 'the punk movement 
that they were leaving in the 
dust. The C(ash may be consi-
dered a punk album, but it is a 
quantum leap over ihe Pistols 
in terms of musicianship, lyrics 
and overall vision. Costello went 
even orie better, with his dev-_ 
astating Dylanesque putdowns 
and a cutting wit that exposed 
· the complacency of the period. 
Tom~, these two acts, espedally 
since they wen.t on to do even 
better_ things, will always be the 
definitive acts of the period. The 
Clash, with the stunningly bri!-
lian r✓London Calling and the 
sprawling Sandinista.! achieved 
heights that their earlier mate-
rial only hinted at. Costello __: 
-~EWWAVE,pagel8 
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<conti~ued from page 17) 
heavy metal band, . they aren't; an early '80s replacement for 
.hard rock is more like it. From the deceased Bon Scott, had an 
a strong blues base, very evident occasional problem reaching all 
in tunes such as "She's Got The the notes all the time, especially 
Jack," the band has {reared a' on '"Who Made Who"; it didn't 
very simple, formulaic but win- matter ' as long as Angus c9uld 
, nipg brand of music; loud, still play. Second guitarist Mal-
incessant, pounding, and lum- colm Young,Angus' older broth-
bering, all come to mind when er, was M.I.A., staying. home in 
~escribing, the band's music. Australia to deal ·with some 
The .star of the show is family matters. No problem, 
guitai,-ist Angu~ Young. He is another guy with 1,ong, stringy 
simply amazing to watch, barely hair (Steve Young) took his 
stopping his Chuck-Berry-wi_th- place and no oqe was the wiser. 
a-touch-of-epilepsy rourineJong The major complaint with the -
enough to catch · his breath show is that only three songs 
during the 110-mihute show; from the new album were per-
of course, ·he has to do some- formed. There are two obvious 
thing to keep the crowd enter- reasons why more should have 
:rained as the rest of the band been played from Blow Up Your 
has less collective stage presence Video. First, aside from the fact 
than the · skulls in Hamlet. that :the ·tour is allegedly in 
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The .Bears: Bob Nyswonger, 
Chris Arduser · -
Lps 
Th~ Sex Pistols - Better Live 
/ Than Dead (Restless Records) 
--· - This material has been 'kicking 
around for a .few year-s on a 
variety _of import labels, but it's 
nice to see it released here in 
, the good ol' USA, even though 
it sounds as if it were recorded 
underwater iri zero-gravity on 
a Fischer-Price tape recorder. 
This performance proves that 
the Pistols could actually play 
their intstruments with some 
competence (I think Glen Ma-
tlock, not Sid Vicious was play-
. ing , bass at this gig); an inter-
esting comparison can be drawn 
between early Who performan-
2) "Where Is My Mind?': is a ces .and this gig, both musically 
slow, lumbering, off-tune, tune- and- energetically, especially · 
fut defo2:ht. since this disc includes a killer 
3) Support local music: the band interpretation of "Substitute." · 
is based in Boston/Cambridge. The bulk ?f the material is from 
4) Slight, whining male vocals _ Never Mind The Bollocks.;·;,but 
mixed with occasional, enjoy- the ~~eats are The Stooges N_o 
able female vocals provide hours ~un a_nd Boyce .~nd Hart s 
By Art\)ur Lizie of family fun. _ ~tepprng Stone , (compare 
Number one beef for the day, · 5) The simple, driving, throb- _ ~1th The _M~?ke~s ,vers10~~-
· Although it is his trademark and support of the new record, the 
a necessary part of the ritual, three new songs ("Heatseeker," 
Angus' schoolboy stage costume "That's The Way I Wan:t My 
is wearing a little thin around Rock And Roll," and: "Nick Of 
the edges. Time,") were the strongest 
All of the band's numerous songs of the night: tight, tune-
and well worn stage props ful, and overly energetic. Se-
center around Angus: The devil condly, AC/DC is running the 
horns during "Highway To risk of becoming labeled as an 
Hell"; the massive bell hanging oldies band. Maybe the reason ' 
during "Hell's Bells"; the strip- · the new songs sounded more 
tease act during 'Jailbreak"; the , vibrant than the old material 
interminable guitar solo during is that the band is growing sick 
"Let There Be Rock." The show of the same old stuff. The 
opened with the guitarist rising cent~rpieces of their set, "Whole -
·through center stage amid red Lotta Rosie" and "Let There Be 
lights and dry ice, bursting out Rock, !..' ar~ both more than a 
of a rocket shaped object that decade old. Maybe it's time to 
was meant to look like a video move on. Not that the fans 
screen (yeah, Blqw Up Your would immediately warm up to · 
Video and such). The band then progress, but it might be a wise 
launched into a monsterous move. 
nor to sound like Jay Leno or bing beats will set your toes a- No Feelrng blist~rs, !mt It 
anything; is Kingdom Come. tappin' and your heart a-reelin'. would have been ntce 1f the 
This band should not be listened 6) "Tonf s Theme" r vocals co,1;1ld b_e,heard on '_'Pretty 
to under any circumstances. 7) The harsh, bitipg, cynical Vacan~. - Nice _study rn the 
They are unimaginative, offen- guitar lines will stay with you ev<?lut10n of rock ~nd roll or 
sive and unforgivable; not to longer than any of the dogs you punk ?r whatever silly cate~ory 
mention unimaginative. Do not, try to play frisbee with on the you wish to place the band m. 
do not, do not, do not listen to T-Hall lawn. - · ...._ The Clash - The Story of The 
this band if for: no other reason 8) "Something Against· You" Clash Volume ](Epic Records) 
then ou; o-f respe,t for the· and "Broken Face" will remind - Offering twenty-eight songs 
memory of Zep. Yuck!. .. Too bad you of Husker Du. ,ti culled from six records over six 
about KC.Jones leaving the_ Living Color - Vivid (Epic years, The Story of The Clash 
Celtics' head coaching job, he Records) _ This record is fab- I$ a must-have fo_r any _reco~d 
and Ra-y Flynn usually per-. -. ulously diversified and catchy, c<;>llection :Vorth Its weight rn 
formed a killer duet on St.\ one of the surprises of the year: vmyl_ (that_ is unl~s.s you alre~dy 
Patrick's Day. Anyway... The stars of the disc are Vernon have the six recor~s). Essenual-
p ix i e, s - Surfer Ros a Reed and his guitar. Both played ly, the record mir:o~s the s.et 
(4AD/Rough Trade Records) on last year's dead-at-the gate pe~formed on 1984 s ~e Hate 
- Eight reasons why you should, LP Primitive Cool. Artist of said Mick Jones But Lets Mak~ 
at the very least, give a listen LP, Mic:;k Jagger, produces two Money Off A Respected Name 
·w Surfer Rosa, the latest disc tracks here, "Glamour Boys" tour that Joe S~rumme_r paraded 
version of the first single off L.A. Guns 'N' Roses or L.A. 
the new record "Heatseeker." Law or Roses 'N' Vice or' wha-
The rest of the band is com- tever their names were opened 
petent; though not as integral the show. Fortunately, the band 
to the success of th~ band as had stopped playing before my 
Angus is. Singer Brian Johnson, · arrival. 
from the Pixies: · and "Which Way To America." acro~s Amenca. Wtth good 
1) Steve Albini, late of Big Black, Hard-hitting Ed Stasium (Ra- reaso,n, no ,tracks .ghere c~me 
_produced t~~ -~ecord. -= mones, Long Ryders, Julian from Cut The Crap. Question, 
-----NEW WAVE------
Cope) produced the other tracks, as_ well Y?u sho1;1ld,_ ~he V: olume 
: giving a_ much needed edge to 1 m the utle. A Joke. Lets hope 
· I some very typical songs. The ~o. So~e good arg~ment ~tarters 
catchy, Jon Butcher-ish "Cult · mcludmg the cho.~ce of .. so~e-
of Personality" and the jumpy, body Got Mu~?er ove_r Police 
__ ( c<?_ntinued from page 17) -
turned o·ut a series of amazing i did," of course (for some reason, 
albums after My Aim Is True I have always tied it in with the 
(This Year's Model Army, pop-µlarity of ·the Human 
Armed Forces and Trust being League's "Don't You Want 
my faves) before stumbling a Me") but I could be wrong. _ 
bit in the early 80'sCostello Anyway, by 1984 or so, the 
managed· to recover dramatically, hallowed '' movement'' was in 
with King of America; which shambles. The Jam had broken 
reconfirmed his status as one up, as had the English_Beat, , 
of the premier songwriters of Squeeze (temporarily), and the 
_ the period. _ . Clash; many othe~ bands t~at 
Of course, if the Clash and had shown promise had died 
Costello were the most consist- without a trace, others had "sold 
ent, they were by no means the out" (i~, adopted a pop men-
only great acts of thf; 1979-82 tality), and ev~n U2 was getting 
period. A glance at the bands popular (which I never held 
getting started or peaking against them, since they kept 
around 1981 is stunning: putting out great stuff). New · 
Squeeze ( the magnificent pair Wave was coming to be iden-
of albums Argybargy and East tified with bands like Duran 
Side Story), the Jam (espec;ially Duran, who were about as 
All Mod Cons), the English "cutting edge" as Bryan Adams. 
Beat, lJltravo~,OME> (their first New Wave was, for me, dead, 
two albums define'\tr}i_D,t ~Y.P-~r even. before it ~ad learned t9 
'pop could have been), Pete" walk . .True, Elvis Costello was 
Shelly, Gang of four, X (espe- still doing the good ~ruff, the 
cially Wlid Gift),Jim Carrol; TalkingBeadsweresttllaround, 
Heaven 17, the-Gun Club, Mis- but it wasn't the same anymore. 
si6n of B,urma, XTC, Talking What killed the movement? No 
Heads, U2, etc. Not that many oqe thing, I don't think, but if 
of these bands were getting there was a smoking gun, it was 
· played on ''commercial" radio in the hands of a new ~nven~ion 
(it took U2 several years). called MTV. MTV rapidly killed 
Unfortunately, just as dominant off the idea that what y~m say 
in _my memories of the p·eriod and how w~ll you say It was 
are such lamentable albums such important rn a band, and re-
as REO Speedwagon's High P.laced it with the all irr:iporta~t 
Infedeiity and Def Leppard's Do they look good rn theu 
Pyromania (forever the two videos?" J?uran D_uran (I don't 
albums: that are inextricably mea~ to ptek on S1m~m and the 
linked with the, hell that was boys too much, but 1f the shoe 
Junior High), Foreigner's 4,, fits ... ) typified the ultimate 
Styx's Paradise ·Theater and MTV band; c~tchy~ throwaway 
Journey's Esc_ape. However, tunes, and slICk videos. Style 
there seemed to be hope; as long over ·substance became the order 
as the New Wave movement of the day, and that was that. 
didn't become impure'and begin · The tattered remnants of the 
to fester like ever.y other move- ~ew Wav~ m~vement ~an be 
ment inJoc;__k had done. But it --~ -st ~arely glimpsed rn the . 
contemporary "Dance Music" 
and "Progressive Music" -cate-
gories. "Dance Music,''. or disco 
(let's call a spade .a spade- I 
mean, there are no guys with 
wide lapels doing "The Bump" 
but disco it remains) grew out 
of the synth pop pa.rt of New 
Wave. "Progressive· Mµsic" 
consists largely of old New 
Wave bands who are stuck in 
- a rut -and never made it big and 
bands so ludicrously bad that 
they don't fall into any other 
qtegory so people think they 
must be "progressive" when 
they are actually just "bad:' (bµt 
I forgot- you're not supposed 
to _ say any music is bad for fear 
of offending anyone, in this age 
of cultural relativism): At least 
occaisionally, a truly progressive 
band like ·R.E.M. emerges out 
of the cesspool, but not often 
enough to suit me. U nfortunat-
ly, there are no new Clash's and 
Costello's out there; people 
willing to 'dq something differ-
ent ( different is not enough, it 
has to be good, too) and set the 
popular music scene in a pos-
itive direction again. In the 
meantime, there's always jazz. 
· bouncy "Funky Vibe" ate the On My Back. ~uy this r~cord 
best tunes on the record· "Des- as soon as possible and listen 
perate People" and "Me'mories tQ it all summer_. Hell, it t_akes 
Can't Wait" both wail and moari less than two mmutes to listen 
al~ost to Beck-ian and Hendrix~ to either "White Riot" or "Ca-
iao proportions. ' A surprising reer Opportu°;~ties." _Boy, it wa~ 
piece of vinyl. sweet to hear Spamsh Bombs 
. ,; Various Artists - Permanent 
Record (Epic Records) - Joe 
Strnmmer (performing here 
with The Latin Rockabilly War) 
returns on this soundtrack with 
a vengence: creating his best and 
most enjoyabJ.e music since 
1982's Combat R-ock. Sure, 
Walker was nice, but this stuff 
rocks. Not early Clash rocks, 
more .Sandinista! rocks. "Trash 
City" is an enjoyable "E Equals 
MC2" meets "I Fought The Law" 
mix while "Baby The Trans" 
is fun, j\lmpy and Mexican-ish_. 
Joe, , h9w about a full album 
instead of bits and pieces on 
soundtracks every few months? 
The album is rounded out with 
a Godfathers rocker, a BoDeans 
ballad, and (hurrah) a new Lou 
Reed .tune ("Something Hap-
pened"). One of the few movie 
soundtracks actually worth the 
price o~ admission. 
I 
once again. Well, as they say, 
"yot' quierroy ,f inito, yo _te 
querda, oh ma ~orazon!" 
The Mission UK ~ Cl;ildren 
(Mercury Records) - These 
guys seemed to have a pretty 
_ start on <,:apturing th~ gothic-
dirge crown, but . they unfortu-
nately falter on this record. 
They're too subdued, don't break 
, loose, are lacking soul. Plus, 
after a while, it all starts to 
sound alike. Plaudits for having 
the ·sense to choose John Paul 
Jones as producer, but that 
doesn't give the record the exfra 
push it needs~ 
The Bears - Rise and Shine 
(P .M.R.C./LR.S. Records) ~ 
Picking up where their brilliant 
debut disc left 9ff, The Bears 
have created another always 
catchy, sometimes silly, album 
of pure pop for uripugnacious 
people. More than_ on the first 
a-lbum, Adrian and the boys have 
injected loads of humor into the 
record. "Rabbit Manor" pokes 
fun at Hugh and his harem 
while "Highway' 2" ("Return 
to Highway 2, the Danger 
Zone") pops the bubble on qne 
the '80s most obnoxious per-
formers, Kenny Loggins. 
"Aches and Pains," "Nobody's 
Fool,'' "Robobo's Beef," and 
"Holy Mak," all marvelous pop 
· runes, should be played on top . 
1 
---40 radio until all listeners repent 
for sending Tiffany and Debbie 
- Gibson to the top of the charts. 
. ·\ 
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Shake the Faith ·· 
In the Flesh . 
Reel to ·.Real 
This SUNDAY 
. the 8th 
. at 12pm 
· on the LAX field 
.... 
PAGF ."WENTY 
MOTHER GOOSE .& GRIMM 
SHOE 
·KUDZU . . 
BLOOM COUNTY 
I t1JOI< 11 /.flTl£ . 6()()p weifN& i · · 
7'HIS/6 •.. - N0'(V(Jfl5, YOfl , 
V/1... .( PON'r I ? tfJ(lK FINE. · 
f;O ON. ·· : 
I -~~ 
. : ~ . 
Calvin· Qnd Hobbes . 
. {_ 
·by Mike Peters 
(!y {elf ~acNel/y 
By Doug Marlette 





by Berke 8:re~thed -------. ffOl't.€ 5IIY I t«)f( et16'r . 
- flO I tlJOK 6'6Y ? Y(J(/'P 
. 86 A t.117U ON el/Ge 
'1fJ(} IFY(}(J VleKe /JelNb 
Pl/IP ll 6. MIU.ION 10 
f.(K}K 1H/5 NU<V{J(J5/ 
,/f/5f 
by BiU Watterson 
eve11i~gs $4-matinees $2.50 
.- , this attra<;:tid~ ' . 
1:30 4:00 6:45 8:50-
A Brilliant Comedy 
Marcello Mastroianni in :-., ; 
, too 2:50 4~40 6:45 9:00· 
Acadamv· A ward W irrner Cher 
7:10 and 9:10 
Lea Thompson & Victoria Jackson 
in · 
'CASUALSEX' R 
This Oursrandin,if Family Film at 
1: 10 3:00 and 4:50 Sat. & Sun. 
Walt Disney's ,~ 
'RETURN TO SNOW 
RIVER, PART 2' . PG 
. - SAVEGASI 
" THE NEW HAMPSHIRE FRIDAY; MAY 6, 1988 PAGJ= TWENTY-ONE 
.·Get· Fit ,·;For ·Less 
·:•" . 
Than $13. Day.~~ 
'-. 
Summer Workout Speci~l 
,',, C '''°"99 aays ·for $98. • • . . 
. May 22 . - August 28 
Vse·2 Clubs for . 
The Price of Ori(:! . 
••·• Ii . Spr,;ng s·-e1·mester ···.· i==- " ~-- I , " 
. ··<P1=NKu~iTNE'i'i membe,:thips end 
· er~" · Sat M ·aM1 21 
· ' ·.13 JenkiT).s-,Ct ;, , . . . ·• , '· 'J . Exeter Rd. 
Durham. NH 03824 
'868-nQ~. 
Newmarket. NH 03857 . 
659-31~-;t. or 778-7602 
. . ENJOY 
COMPLETE CURRICULUM 
IN ENGLISH, SPANISH 
, · ST LOUIS. UNIVERSffY'S . 
--'tyi~DRID CAMPUS 
Liberal Arts, Business, 
Science, Hispanic StuLies 
JULY SESSION INCLUDES:· 
GRAD.VA TE PROGRAM IN 
. HISPANIC STUDIES_ 
"'SLU is an Arv tOE 
. Apply .NOW for SUMMER & 
FALL! . 
INFORMATIOi ~: 
_ . . Tl:L: 1-800-325-6(,66 
,: .. ., ~- ~ . 221 N GRAND 61_ VD 
, 1 -~· ,· ,.. ' ST- LOUI$, M"ci-·63103 
OR 
. C/ DE LA VINl},3 . u,,; .. ·~ 
1 . :_ MADRID 28003 ' . 
.. :.In the classroom with more than 700 Spanish students. 
·.-Safe and Secure · 
~_SUMM.ER STO,RAGE SPECIAL 
. · · $150 May-Sept . 
Save big.with advance paymen-t"on 
our most popular 4x6 ft bin 
. -~urdy_S~lf-Slorage, Dover , 
. ·. "142-4422 
;·_ - · .. 
EUROPE 
· from Bostori on Scheduled Airlines --
. DESTINATIONS ow RT 
LONDON from $200 $389 
PARIS 235 470 . . 
ATHENS ~ 315 630 
SHANNON -210 420 
.MOSCOW 395 : 790 
WORLDWIDE ' .. 
. ·,. 
~ · DESTINATIONS ow RT 
AUCKLAND -,; from $- ··' $959 ",. 
-SYDNEY .' - J 1070 
HONGKONG ' . 495 749 
TOKYO - 795 
BALi , 690 1120 · 
:n Lots Of 
The 
AtG'rossman~s. ·· 1t'sYOUr 
. · PclJh To The Top. · ..... 
...and to help you get' th~re(~Uicker:'· we've 'developed two excit- . 
ing new Training Programs. From the moment you_ start, you'll 
,· begin learning everything you'll need to know to take you to the 
top .""'° with the encouragement and support that only a· leading 
.. , .retqiler ,of. lumber and building :tnaterials in the Northeast can offer. 
: Take a look atthe follow_ing Merc~a~disi.ng .and .Mana.gement . 
Training Programs arid get started on· a· 1-aader ·that will take you 
_ right to the· top, _ with_ one of the Northeast's top retaiJers! ·.. . · 
-· OPERATIONS 
· TRAINEE PROGRAM 
MERCHAN-DISlNG 
·TRAINl"NG PROGRAM 
< In this intense, 6 month, off-· 
the-job training program, you 
wi 11 . learn ·the ski I ls necessary to 
· If your ambiti_on is to bec.ome -
a retaq buyer,_ this training pro-
gra'm is for yo-LJ! You'll spend 
· _ one year learn\ng all succeed, · first as an 
Area Supervisor, and 
then as an Assistant 
Manager. If you want 
to bring yol}r leader-
Sh.i"p sknls to a man-
agement position -in . 
ohe of our s"uccess- · 
f.ul retail stores,, this · 
is your chance! A · -
college degree is .. 
all you need; prior 
, reta i I experience 
a -plus·, but not .:· 
necessary. 
.You'll be on top ' 
from the start, ': 
·:/with Grossman's .. _ 
the different aspects of 
our bu?in~?s ~-from 
customer service· i-n our 
stores to advertising 
and finance in our 
DivisiQD He~-q~:iuarters. 
After s"i.1ctessful _com-· 
pletion of this ·pro-
gram, you should be 
an Assistant Buyer - -
and well .on ;your 
.- way tb the topL 
A college degree -
· is · ~ must; strong 
i nterpe~sona I 
skilrs a plus . 
·'highly compethNe.;:t~t<~ 
, ·salaries and extensi'.v~:-"· :-.- ::~ 
. ~~ ,, -,~,·;;~_eq~N~~::Jnc1 u~ i.bS) l :·:, _ .-\
~ tutt1on-re1 mbu rsem.ent . j,,,.__,. 
~40f K plan . ahd 'rnedic~I •' ',, _. 
package. _ , 
_. . • .ENQUIRE FOR UP TO DATE RATE . 
Similar low tares from most major u:s. cities are available. We have , , · · 1 ". · · 
speciafStliderit and Youth fares to all major worldwide destinations. · 
Pl~!s~~~j'y~ Y;!Ji~½';~ .. l 
Personnel Manager. \ 
-We _a!_so issue Eurail Passes and International Student 1.0. cards. 
• I CALL.OR WAITE FOR~ FREE COPY OF liHE STUDENT TRAVEL 





Boston, MA 02116 
! 266-6014 
ST/j 
WHOLE WORLD TRAVEL 
NEW YORK 
17 East 45th St., Suite 507 
New Jork, NY 10017 
!986-9470 
Gro.ssman·s, . 200 ·Union , \ 
,Street, Braintree, MA 02184. ~ 
An equal opportµnity ~~player 
i 
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· SO YOU '12£ FINAL L 0 WHAT ft~E. YO 
GJlAl)UA . · G ON D 
Ii{ 
MAIN STREET 
H&Y Mf/f../1 LOOK .AT 
Tl-le NEW DUDS. THE. 
C/:IRTOOtvlST . GAV£ 
ME:, AND DIG THf: FA#JCY 
SHADING ::1081 B0'r' He 
MUST 7/ir' BRoxe DOWN 
i SP€NT So~£ ''C's 7R 
MA Ke Ii PR.OF£SSJ0NA L I 
COMIC or•••• f30UTTIM£. 
Y £ 9 , ,I-IA 7'.S R£11L-
N 1Cf:1 BUT W£ • - - • 
WOW L/1TLE- GU'I 
LOOI( AT YAJ -r H£ · 
SHADING · · · RtAW,' 
RAD DUD£! 
7 HR N X,S 51-1~~£ SJ BUT 
YOU XNOW WE'/<.£· - • -
\ 
;Comics 
. by Bob Durlif!g 
. "BY JOHN / HIRTL E f . 
DO WHAT? 
DAllNED ,r r 
KNOW~..-
:r WAS so ~usv 
TR, YIN& T() PASS G-EN.~ 
E. D. 1',EG.UI &E t"1E./'ITS/ I. 
NEVER, &PT A£0UND ,. 
. T(l' CHOOSING- A f 
· MALfOR,, 
. by DICK SAWYER 
WILL YOU SHUT 
UP 'rOU MOl?OH-'l.'! 
We WAS7c.D - ,Hf.. 
/,,JH<!JL£ STRIP 13£.. 
-c11use OF . VOUR /0 
-IOTIC lffimf3f.Ut-(6 
Al30UT CHANGES THIJT 
OUR Cf/E.AP.5KATe.-
C R&ft TOR. FINALLY 
DID - WIHJ-r 00 VOU 
Hit//£ 7D .SA y' FOR. 
'r'OURStLF, HUI-I? 
I NICE: l£!"Tt:RII% 
:roG,MA\-1 
" 
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I 
Universi "Comics, 
' • •J ' ·, ,, • ' ·• • 
SUPERGUY by Kurt ·Krebs 
AFTft.,01'YS WAAJD£'R:I/J6 TIIP.OCJ6H THE' 0€ADL VwAr&RS 
Of Tile PERSIAIJ 6{)(..F 1/JSeAtKH OF ATlM'TA'S FOL TO~ 
COUIJTY ST,'.bl<Jt-f1 SUAfR61JVAIJ01.AFFllfE _R.,-B81rri 
t/.JlOU~rliR. YET AAJOT"HGR OF Tile 6CJL PS (1 MJY ,µ:ilM, 
. TtflS IS TE'D l(OPHl. !16/JIN<>OFF FO~ 
11<'1 ~l~IHLl;-E"- ,6~01J(_~N ~-
~~~~~~ - .' . ~~I 
-
~ --- ~ - ~ 
· BY"T~E'WA"< 
II I J 
PURPLE \4A2E' r GET · 
"DELI R\ou s 
· · Sc.~se ME '<OUR PtlRP.LE . WH'( '(OU. , GO0t> fOR tJOTHltJ BORIS kRUSI-\ .YoU LIK.1; GRA~ 
cRIEt> ... ,, wAS RAnJwe$S, cout..t> we ~Av~.. LITTLE. PUSS'<,\\: \T wASlJ', 
. ~~ ~ 
Tl-te s~s, LEciURE ~ Al<E ,TA\<E,TA\<E ... FoR. us t=AtJs_ Yoo't? BE WJP WAYMAt,J RUN 
l'VE HEARb. L.Ei~ AiS ALL You LOW- FLooRS ATTl4E NEAR-
, . 
&ET P~ltJCES J°"IJ Y,~t.Jt>So.At-\ EAR,"\ EST 1-tt .. 1: OUGl-tTA 
HA\JCOLl< \ .,,,, _-,-__ .... _·_: ' I R FAT '-'EA 
:, 
, ' 
.#',1/ ~ • . 
\ . 
' ... . . 
THE AWARD WINNING / 
UNH GRANITE YEARBOOK ., 
IS ,.L.OOKiNG FOR SEVERAL . · r:"' 
I , 
ENTHUSIASTIC· AND . HARD-WORKING, 
~ . ' .. ';'.: -, ~ ,'. , . , , , 
STUDENTS FOR THE FOLLOWING COMPENSATED 
POSITIONS: 
( 1 ) PHOTOGRAPHY EDITOR 
2) SPORTS EDITOR 
, (3) CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHERS 
POSITIONS ARE FOR THE .1988-1989 SCHOOL YEAR. 
. . ( ' 
PLEASE PICK UP AN APPLICATION AT THE GRANITE OFFICE, 
ROOM. 125 OF THE MUB. 
; 
- . . -
_ 1 - - - - ------- --- -- - -
· DEADLINE: Mi-\Y 11. 
I · 
,, . PAGE JWENTY-FOUR THE NEW HAMPSHIRE FRIDAY, MAY 6, 1988 
"THE .GOOD . 
-THE BAD 
THE UGLY" 
In The Strafford Room 
Sunday Night 
7:00 & 9:30 
$1 Students 






Sunday 9am-3pm · ~--t \ 
~- ' ij ; 
··~, ~f~~ 
~~-;:~',; . -· . . ., . . . 
,,, . Rt. 101A - Amherst Plaza . 
-~7 ~ _ .. ,.=i·?..== ;~~ ,r,-1,~:,} Amherst,. NH 03031 -
· - !/' ;_ ~ ~:::- · · . ,881-9300 . . 
,_ . . . 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ·• ........................................... ~ ••••••••••.•••••.. ii· ••• ••'• •• tf• i· • .. ~ .... . ,i ! •· / . ' , . . '. . ' . . ·. 





IT IS FREE WITH-AN I.D.! ! . 
• 
'Ii; - - I 
f/. ~ ~ ; : qe . l/q : 










Party for ·speciarOlympics from 8-12 : • • • • • . . 
• • • .. 
• 
A 'D:ANC:E,: Ctue WJTH :rHE-LATEST TECH-- ! 
.No~:0:G,Y. AT THEiGRAN1tE· STATEROOM! . i 
• . • • - • • . • •• - • - - • 
• . . • • " " •• ' / •" • • ·• •. · • ii, 
. . • • .•••••••.• , • .• • ·•. • ··• .......... . ..... . ...... .. , • . _ _..:'P l!:..•;•~.1".•-e...!t'- ••• •••••••••••••• -.-• .,-•••• •-• .................. ~ • .•• -· •• ,.~i· •· ••••••••••••••• . ,_ . ~ ... ·, . 
1984 Toyota Hi-Lux pick-up truck with 1987 
CAP; very good condition. 4-speed. $3950 
or best offer. 868-5122. ' 
'78 Chevy Che~ette. Excellent c·ondition, 
great on rust, new brakes, recent tune-
up. Call Judy at 868-7278. $600 
VINTAGE DRESSES-- Large assortment 
of vintage dresses, never worn at $10 each-
cash. All sales final, no refunds, no returns, 
no exchanges. Call 603-659-5513 
BMW R90/6 Motorcycle. 900 cc, 1975 
Touring bike with 31,000 miles. AM/FM 
stereo, hard bags and much more. $2250. 
207 -698-4514 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE FRIDAY, M~Y 6, i 988 
NEEDED! 1 female non-smoker to share 
room in NEW condo in Dover. 6 miles from 
campus, $300/mo. Call Jenn 868-9780 
Married graduate students need an apart-
ment or smail house, beginning June-
August. We'd like two bedrooms or equi-
A PAIR OF KEYS WERE FOUND ON THE 
BENCH OF THE BUS STOP RIGHT 
ACROSS FROM TOWN AND PAMPUS. 
FOR M_QRE INFO. PLEASE CONTACT: 
LITSA (tROM 7:00 PM to 1 0:00PM) AT 7 49-
9077 . 
valent, in country setting (small J_.aqj · Found: gold ring in C-lot. Call 862-4266 
perhaps? a walk to shovel?) We'.re clean, · _an_d_as_K_f_o_r _La_u_r_a ______ ~_ 
quiet, unimag•inative. Daytime_. Call 
. Tom:862-3679 evenings. Call collect: (617) 
465-4122 . 
New, charming, 1 bedroom apt in private 
home. Fireplace, wall to wall carpeting , 
patio. Available June 1, $50D. Call 868-
2223 or 868-2357 
DURHAM- Summer sublet. large 1 bed-
room apt tor 2 people. On Main St. Rent 
negotiable. Call Melissa or JoAnn at 7 49-
2393 
TNH SWEATSHIRTS! 
CORRECTION: THE CLUB COKE MAS-
SIVE WAY COOL DANCE CLUB IS BEING 
HELD IN THE "GRANITE STATE ROOM 
IN THE MUB," AT 8-12 PM ON SUNDAY 
MAY8TH! 
A.K.- Thank you for making this year the 
best of tour. I'm glad I finally smartened 
up. Don't worry about collecting anymore 
dimes because unfortunately your phone 
bill is. going to get more expensive. But get 
ready tor a hot summer and plenty of 3.5 
hour drives. And remember ... h-season 
is over! Love, SS 
DUNDEE AND JOHNNY- That was a great 
philosophical talk we had- it's nice to have 
those every once in awhile ... .. I'm gonna 
miss youguys over the summer! LOVE. .. the 
rebel L 
HEATHER AND NANCY- hey you two .. 
what's up!? Just saying hi! Love L 
Roommates needed (2) for.a Summer St. 
AKC Golden Retrievers, 4 males left. 'call ··· oover apartment. Only 4.5 miles from 
742-6901 and ask for Nancy or Rick ~ampus. $2oo/mo. Call John at 868-1846 
TO THE ONE WHO LIKES TO DANCE: 
CLUB COKE IS HOLDING A HIGH TECl:l 
DA' JCE FOR YOU AND IT'S FREE. SEE 
CONG RA TULA T_IONS new sisters: Sarah, 
Chris, Cindy, CAthy Kirstin, Maria, Maryann, 
Kristine, Eileen, 'Michele, Dyana, Donna, 
Sherrie, Sue, Kim, Cheryl, Lauryn, Patti, 
Vera and Stet. You made it! We're proud 
of you! Love the "old" sisters of Phi Mu 
· Sally Bo Bally- Here is your long awaited 
personal, you'd better be excited!! Tham< 
tor being a sweet roomie!- Kimmie 
1982 BMW 528e, blue matallic, buffalo HEY! We need another roommate! Summer YOU THERE SUN. MAY 8TH, 8-12 PM, 
leather, 64,000 miles, automatic, sunroof, sublet with 1 fall space in Dover. Spacious GRANITE STATE ROOM. 
loaded. Call Chug Perry at 778-0563 4 bedroom apt. W/D, porch, lg yard, near YOU WITH THE HOT TAN, IT COULD _BE 
197 4 VW Super Beetle. runs well; all- Kari-van. ~675I rr1° plus utilities. Pets n~g · BETTER TO TAN WITH TUNES! SEE YOU 
Hi KAREN! A-Ja-Ja-Ja - Flipper 
Lost: 2 protons, maybe 1 1 /2. Description: 
round, excited, unstable. Last seen in 
Amsterdam. If sighted, please notify MB. 
at x20f9. 
season radial tires. Must sell. $700. 868- but muSt hke animals. N~n-smoker on.y. AT SPRINGFEST '88, MAY 8TH STARTING 
1049 Call Jen at 862-4223 or Lisa at 862-4222 \ AT 12 PM OH ... AND BRING THE OIL. 
FOR SALE: Raleigh Grand Prix 10 speed Summer sublet, Dover, half house. tour . GENTS CONCERT!! Tickets are on sale 
bl·cylce. Excellent model and cond,·t,·on . or five responsible people, on Kari-van MUB . k ff" G t -oDAY• 
The Wounds of an immortal need no 
bandages, but now that his blade may rest, 
WHO can soothe his aching heart? High-
in the t,c et o ,ce. e yours , . 
_Recently serviced, new tires. $90 or best route, rent negotiable, _Call Be
th at 862- Friday, May 13, 8:00 Johnson Theatre. 
offer. 659-2567. · -
4146 Good Singing Good Times! . lander waits! · 
Toyota longed truck with cap, strong 
engine, runs excellent. good tires, 80,000 
highway miles, $1,500 or B/O. Call Theres'a 
at 433-2626. 
Loft with bookshelves, 2 outlets, mattress. 
$125.00 Call 868-5149. 
Selling 1979 V.W. Bus. Works well, expec-
table rust, but sound. Nice interior $950. 
Call Karl ai 7 42-:4214 after 1 o PM or before 
9:30 AM. Also, P.V. Special 130 watt amp. 
$250. 
1984 Toyota Pick-Up with 1987 Cap 
(removable). 4-speed. Great condition 
throughout. Beige beauty. No rust. Asking 
$3950. 868-5122. 
1 9:· Lawn Boy Mower, 4 years old. Great 
condition, asking $70- A Steal! 
· 1981 Honda Accord A/G FM/Cass, 5 
speed, new brakes. Georgia highway miles, 
runs great, reliable. $1200 (433-4432). 
'71 Oldsmobile Cutlass Surpreme. 115;886 
mi!es, a classic! $700 or best offer. Call 
868-2466. 
Downhill. Skis & Pqles-Boots on racks- size 
8 $35.00. 3 Suitcases - $10 total. i< &:E 
Drafting Machine- 48"- Valu,e $400 for 
$125- Call 868-2123. · 
Kawasaki 750 CSR, 1982. Twin cam, 5-
speed, under 1 OK mi. Great power, runs 
great, new tires, sissy bar, elec. start, new 
chain and sprockets. Asking $1000 or b.o. 
Call Graham at 673-3634 or Becky at 7 42-
42,99 
1983 Subaru, white, 2-door, 4-speed, stereo 
cassette, excellent condition, super deal, 
$1700.430-9268 
'79 Aspen, Good body, new _tire!:l, radio 
cassette, runs like a charm. Best offer. Call 
Billie at 862-4147 
SURFERS- 1 · have a sweet 7 ft 6 in sunset 
single fin. No dings. Nice leash, call Kevin 
at '868-3459. Asking $70 or B.O. 
1986 CHEVROLET CAVALIER Z-24: Fuel 
injected V-6 automat/c, 35,000 miles. 
Excellent condition. Great graduation gift! 
$6800. 742-0307 after 5 pm 
For sale: Sanyo .tm/am stereo cassette 
music box -$35. White rabbit fur coat- never 
b·een worn- $100. High Sierra leather 
jacket- $30. Gunny Sak prom dress- $20. 
Moving, must sell- call Amy .. 692-3921 
Garage Sale- May 7 and 8, 9 am-4 pm. Rain 
or shine. Small appliances, housewares, 
NEWMARKET Female roommate needed 
. to share 3 bdrm. apart. w/2 female non-
smokers. Will have own bdrm. 4 miles from 
campus. Karivan stops across St. at City 
Hall. June-May lease. $225 per month all 
utilities inc. Already found possible summer 
subletters. Call ASAP Sheri at 862-4668. 
Hampton Beach three bedroom house-
fully furnished for 1988-89 semester 
periods. Reasonable rent $425 call at (617) 
851-0747. -
NH GENTLEMEN CONCERT!! Friday, Aprii 
13, 8:00 Johnson Theatre. Be sure to get 
a ticket_! Tickets on sale in MUB ticket office. 
Don't miss the fun. 
PINK FLOYD - Foxborough Sunday, May 
8. TICKETS. 5 Good seats. Call 868-7532 
ask for Chr_is. 
PINK FLOYD - Need to TRADE Friday May 
6 tickets tor Saturday, May 7. PLEASE CALL 
NOW - 868-5994 
Quiet female writer, commencing graduate GRADUATION ANNOUNCEMENTS ARE 
study in September, seeks apart- AVAILABLE AT THE UNH BOOKSTORE!! 
ment/cottage/room in a peaceful, country warm, caring, adventurous professional 
~ setting. If you can help, please call collect couple would like to adopt a newborn child. 
1-207 -371-2500 · If you, or someone you know is looking, tor 
FROM CAPTAIN KNO8 TO THE MAIN 
KNOBSTERS- Have a great summer and 
don't forget to swing it sleazy! (oooh, baby!) 
Love va ""th! · 
Hi Randy-- get psyched~for a FU BAR 
WEEKEND! ✓ 
CONGRATULATIONS to MEG, KIM; 
JULES, AND LYNNE! We are going to miss 
yo_u guys! Good luck out there in the real 
world. Love your sisters 
I love you like you love m~ not. 
Tracie, Al, Kim, Jules, Kris, Chris, Clessie, 
Lynne, and Chris- THANKS for all your work 
th is semester! You guys are the best. Get 
psyched for another awesome year. Leah 
To the DAUGHTERS OF THE CROSSED 
.Dover- 1-3 bedroom; 1-4 bedroom,-living a loving home tor your baby, call Gregg SWORDS: I hope you all have a great 
room, kitchen and bath . Near Kari-van and Judy <603> 453-5
575 or our lawyer summer! We-have a lot to look forward to 
route. Available June 1st. Lease requi_red, Davis Bamford (603) 868-2414 if-you prefer. next year. You guys are the best! Leah 
no pets. Call 742-7908 between 7-9 pm If you have used I.V. drugs and shaJed 
DURHAM- 2 bedroom apt., unfurnished needles since 1978, you might be at risk 
or furnished ($25 extra/mo.), newly car- tor AIDS: For tree, anonymous and non-
peted, in quiet wooded locationoverlooking judgmental AIDS antibody counseling 
Oyster River,-less than 1 mile from UNH. and/or"testing call the office of Health 
Fireplace. Appliances. Lease. References. Education and Proryiot_ion, Health Services 
- $500/mo. for one person, $600/mo. tor center, UNH 862-3823. 
Bi ll - thanks for a great semester. Hard 
to believe it's almost over. See you at the 
Cape? Debbie 
LAURIE D. HAPPY 21st BIRTHDAY ROO-
MIE! Have fun taking advantage of yewr 
new status; I wish that I could join you. I'm 
gonna miss having you around next year 
to annoy me. SDSU had better look out. 
- Love, Beth 
two. 868-7530. Professional couple, early 30's seeks to 
Summer Sublet! 3-bedroom apartment in legally adopt, give loving home to newborn. 
the Red Towers on Maine Street!!! Spa- Will pay med_ical bills. Call collect (201) 
747-5845. Trisha R. - Congratulations on your Exec 
cious, beautiful- $175.00/ month ( or best position! Get psyched for a great year. Love, 
offer)- Call Lorri ASAP: 862-4461. Debbie-theWhiteRussiansand.Strawberry S.eth 
1 bedroom a.vailable tor female in newly Daquiri's were ihe beSt! Aren't you glad Boinker, Weeble, .and of course the Fallen 
renovated, convenient 2 bedroom Dover we thought of it? Shall we do mudslides , Angel: What a year-! We could write a book 
apt. For summer and or ~,caq~,JTiiq ye~r- ..... · rext Sun~;!Y ni~ht?! Yo~ deserve_ i! baby- · about all the crazy timesi I am going to miss 
$500 for entire summer May 20 - Aug 28, your room,~ Chris ' - -: · · · ·you guys this summer! Ute iust won't be 
$225 a month for fall. Call Cathy or Christine Hitchcock 2nd and 3rd -It's almost ·over, the same without Boinker's crazy antics 
742-0632. guys! (Just think, I'll be addressing Main .and Tuei,day night drunken stupors, Wee-
Newmarket Female roommate needed to St #6 next year) Let's have a great last ble's dilemmas with men and life in general, 
share 3 bedroom apt. with 2 female non- week! Good luck on finals! Love Debbie and of-course my roomie! But...the parties, 
smokers. You will have your own l&rge Jock the-R,ippet: 1 give up .. Rather than ask stress, and vulgarity will live ·on in 3 short 
bedroom. 4 miles from campus. Kari-Vari the fiedl house locker room attendants to months. You guys a,re the best friends 
stops across the street. June to May lease, search ~'umerous rolls tor a_t-shjrt with anyone could have·. lov ya, Chuc he. P.S. 
$225 per month. All utilities included, We unripped ·sleeves, I will bring my own. Boinker, are yol,I going to be home next 
have already found possible summer Victory and unseamly T-shins are yo1:1rs. ye.ar whe,;i th.e phone "rfngs? 
subletters. Call ASAP Sheri 862-4668. · HEY BOPPERS! Don't forget to meet me T<:l"th~ Boston Bahd Fanatics and you know 
4 females needed to sublet Madbury Rd. at ·t.he radical ciub coke dance party, this ·· who you are!_ C-ya at 1 g pm on the Lax field 
apartment for the summer. 4 bedrooms, s~nday' at the Grani~e i:,tate Room !n, the; ·,,. _tor th~ tannest C?NCERT under the SUN! 
EXCELLENT LOCATION!!! Available May MUB.-- lt starts at-8-pm!!!- . • ,. _, .. ; :t ., ;', t,,_S~.u~~c..,· ~~A~':?.,,.. ,_M_A_Y_8_t_li!-c-_ -------




. psyched ~b!>~hll tha(s ,happ~nM,so far.:.,·* . \ ~ · _ . 
-c~?~~:~ ggili:f §:·i·2~:i~~r:[f ggg~~~~~~~~~!•~~ii 
Love L 
chairs, lamps, etc. 15 Brunham Ave. (off FOUND: Gold, heart-shaped locket, found 
PAGE TWl;NTY-FIVE 
MY SPOON . WHERE'S MY 
. SPOOOOOOOOON!!!?·?!?I 
Don, Michelle, Ginger, Jett, Mike S., Beth, 
Jennifer, Dundee, Mike P., Brad, Tim, 
Charlie, Scott, Brett, Rebecca, Brian, Julie, 
Mel, Kimmy; Karen N., Vern, Laura, Ed, Jeff 
C., Denise, J,a_ques, Wayne, Jeff P., Sh?ron, 
Dave, Heather, Nancy, Ra lph, Dan, Rich·, 
Maria, Ray, Lynnie, Johnny, Christina, 
Bethany, Doug, John, Miehe, Karen B. and 
Deb- WHAT A YEAR GUYSII THANKS FOR 
MAKING IT MEMORABLE! (look for the• 
Hall House book of quotes coming ~>Ut 
soon ... ) Be good and study hard (cough, 
cough) Love L 
JANER- Wow, you're almost outta herel 
Thanks for being such a wild and crazy 
friend- I'm gonna miss you lots! It's a good 
_thing you're only going to be in Maine--
ROADTRIPS! Anyway, it was a pleasure 
to have the honor of receiving the DPG 
award from you and Holly ..... you guys are 
a_ riot! Love ya, THE REBELL 
To the couple going at it on the stone bench 
outside the MUB last night. You must have 
heard us coming because we heard you. 
Thanks for the sho~. The Staff. PS This · 
is all tongue in cheek. 
TYPING/WORD PROCESSING, profes-
sional quality. $pelling accuracy included. 
SAVE yourself time & money by calling 
NOW. Dover, 742-20:,i7. 
ENTREPENEURS - Start your own bus-
iness today! Regardless of your age, 
experience, or financial status, International 
Network Marketing Syst~ms has the proven 
system for your financial success. Call 
(207) 439-7043. Or send a resume to P.O. 
Box 144, Porsmouth, NH 03801. 
Adoption: Loving Couple, physi-
cian/ psychologist, wishes to adopt new-
born. Welcoming warm family. Expenses 
paid. Legal,~confidential. G~II EUie co~)e~J 
212-724-7942. . 
TY.PING/WORD PROCESSING, prates~ 
sionl quality. Speliing accuracy included. 
SAVE yourself time & money by caUing 
NOW. Dover, 742-2037 
SONGWRITERS- Five-week Lyric Work-
shop with professional lyricist. Berklee 
faculty. Evenings .. Pat Pattison 926-5006. · 
Basic Bike Maintenance. Saturday·, April 
30, 1 0 AM - Noon at the Great Bay Racquet 
Center, Rt. 108, ·Newmarket. $2 members, 
$3 non-members. 
Most people can only consume 1-1 1 /2 
drinks per hour and stay -below their legal · 
limit. Remember, body weight rate of 
consumption, emotional state and physical 
condition will all influence alcohol's effects 
on you. Know your limit. More info. call 
Health Services 862-3823. 
To my kidnappers -· Thanx for the stugy 
· break! You guys are the best friends!! Get 
psyched for next year! Love ya all "the 
RAT. 
I sense that things are/gonna be SHAKING 
this weekend ... on into Sunday night! ' 
the brothers o.f Theta Chi - Thanks for ·all 
your support this semester. We h·ope you 
all have an awesome summer! Love your 
sisters 
M~::>m & Dad, I'm sorry I blew $1800 for yot1 
this semester because I did nothing. I'll 
make it up to you next year if you give me 
th.e chance. Love, D.J. 
My Darling Mark - Thank you for being the 
man of my dreams - I love you so much! 
xo Gwen _ 
Faculty) Durham in B-lot. Contact Lisa in 225. 862-4206 · 
Rossignol X-country skis (205 cm), used 
once, X-C poles, men's size 9 boots. Whole 
package-_ $60. Call Tracey at 868-3503 
Found in Pettee Brook Parking Lot- srnall 
pregnant calico kitty approx. 1 yr. old. She's 
mostly white with spots of color and has 
very delicate features. Please call Linda 
at 862-1020 if she's yours or if you're 
interested in having her, or possibly a 
kitten? 
Suey- get psyched for a sick sophomore 
year- Rushin', Scammin' (?), Clubbin' (!) 
-and all with.your very own roommate! Hey, 




Non smoker room-mate needed.Share 
apartment in Newmarket. Near Kari-van. 
No pets. $250· plus halt utilities. Call Beu 
at 926'..5218. 
FOUND- Grey cat with white feet and chest. 
Double pawed. Leather collar with studs. 
If yours call Kim at 862-4282 or Ted at 882-
4288 
Summer sublet- tabulou~ 1 bedroo·m loft · .· RE~AR~~ L~st a pair of ~res~rption Ray 
with living room, kitchen, bath, furnished. ban s. Black m a black case with a leather 
Your own sundeck. $435/mo. 868_1862 , ,, ,_ s~rap. If found call ;RIC 436-9972 
HI FELICIA!!!!!! YOU ARE AWESOME! (even 
thoygh you make me do all those bench 










Ricardo- Feeling any better? I hope so; · L · I 
se I want to hit Portsmouth sometime ove' . I 
we're outta here- I'll haye a Long ' ; ,Andy, Karen, Pam- I 
Iced tea! -Cheeta . • ' ·; ' I · · · I 





itmJ!! ·• ·:: < ·~ I ,.. . :Tor~.-B:iddy,~&,_'Q' . -- ·J " 
t \71 -i!!--iiiii-iii . .a·_, _____ ,_,_,.,...,1. ·--------- ~----- -'~-·. 
/ 
.. ,.. 
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WORK OUTDOORS 
THIS SUMMER 
HELPING YOUNG PEOPLE LEARN 
ABOUT THEIR ENVIRONMENT 
AT PINE ISLAND DAY CAMP ' 
2849 BROWN AVE. , 




Give yourself an· 
· unfair advantage -
with these dynamic 
seersucker separates 
from Susan Miller. 





51 Ce,es_ St. Portsmouth. NH 603-4)6-2436 
:MS Fore ~t. Portland. ME 207-77,-7184 
* . . 
Word.Association-: 
(603) 659-2423 
Word Processing • Typing • Transcription 
Durham, New Hampshire 
LEARN---~ 
BARTEN DIN-G 
EARN EXTRA INCOM-E OR 
land a good summer job 
SPECIAL ONE-WEEK DAY COURSE 
. MAY 23-27 
EASY AND.FUN ... TEL. (603)659-3718 
CALL MASTER 
OR WRITE . ~~J.T~~.Q~'-~-~ff P.t~ .... 
TODAY , · 84 Main Street 
· -Newmarket, N.B. 03857 
T-Shirts 
• \Hooded Pullovers •Totes •Baseball Caps 
• Sweatshirts • Golf Shirts • Aprons· • Custom Designs 
. • Plus, Hundreds of Specialty Advertising Items 
_- In-House Art Dept. 
603/431-8319 
Autuf"!:)n_ Pond Park, Rt. 1.01 Greenland, hi.H .. '· fT) '· 
t' The New H~p~hire: 
blood, 
·{ ' 
sweat and tears -
coffee, coke and 
visine ,, ; :. ~.... ... 
DID YOU GET TO MEET 
COLD RINC SALE 
INXS. ■. 
I IF YOU DIDN'T IT w AS BECAUSE . 
, YOU WER~N'T A MEMBER OF 
SCOPE 
ASST. -PUBLICITY DIRECTOR 
APPLICATIONS DUE -TODAY! · 
. $60 OFF.18K, 
$40 Off _14K_ 
$20OFF10K 
Jostens Gold Sal~. For one week only.'--Order an_d save on -th·e gold ring of your choice .. 
JOSTENS 
A M E R ' _I C A. . S C O L L E G E R I N ·_G TM 
Friday May 13th 12-4p-m 
_Deposit , $20.00 Town and Campus 
Meet wiltl your Joste~s representative for full details. See our complete ring selection 
Payment Plans· Available ; 
1~_JlfBj 
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Harvard downs 
. . 
.men's lax 15-4 
_ By Richard D'Avolio quarter. The 'Cats third was 
· Ranked· eigth nationally, the scored by Kevin Growney, as-
Crismon of Harvard traveled sisted by 'Brian Quirk. Botnick 
to Durham Wednesday, licking got his seconq of the ·game in 
their chops all the way in the fourth quarter, but at this 
. anticipation of pl~ying the not point the game was clearly out 
so prominent Wildcats ofUNH. of reach. -
As expected, Harvard totally Harvard coming off~ big win 
dominated the game and gave . -against Yale, appeared to be on 
the ~cats ·one of their worst a roll and UNH just simply got 
beatings in this rather unevent- in their way. "They cam~ here 
ful season, 15-4. · really fired up," said UNH 
· The stats on this one are goalie Craig Benes. "We stuck ~ 
clearly indicative of how lop- in -there in the first ( the score 
sided this match was. Harvaid after one was 3-0 in favor of 
had '54 ground balls ro UNH'.s ·Harvard)." Benes continued to 
34. The Crimson out shot the - s~y, ."Our def:ense wa~ ori' the 
'Cats 42-26 and at the end of field· too much of the time, and 
three the sc~re was 11-1 in favor -· they V;,ere- exhausted by_ the 
of the visitors fourth. 
· " UNH's record is cur,rently 3-
Harvard cut the lax men off at the pass, handing UNH its tenth loss o.f the season. (Ronit 
Larone photo) · · · · -- · · · - ,_ · · · -- -
All four UNH tallies came · 10, as they travel to V¢,rmont 
in the second half. Freshmen on Saturµay and then finish out 
attackmen Mark Botnick put the season at home against 
UNH on the board at 8:26 of Darthmouth on May 11. These ·- ... . ' 
Jean, Farrel ·captains 
the third, s~oring his first .of two two remaining games, if no-
goals. Senior Cap(ain Jack Seb- . thing dse, ate impoqant for the . 
astian gave UNH their second teams morale anq more so for 
of the game,- in the fourth next year's campaign.,_ 
By Adam Fuller_ :nice to see captains that' have tion last year, .he led -the team 
Quarterback Bob Jean, holder made outstanding contributions in rncovered fumbles, pass de-
of fourteen all time UNH pass- to the team," said head coach flections and finished third in 
ing records, and four year starter Bill Bowes in a press release. tackles. While not intimidating 
Cyclists place 
Bill Farrell have been named Jean's car ree r re~o rds, the opponents offense, his 
co-captains for the 1988 Uni- amongst others; include ·most offensive prowess was called 
versity of New Hampshire c;:ompletions, most touchdown · upon many times last year when 
football team. passes, and most yards passed. he was forced to play both ways 
~... ,., --' -
By Tom Cooke pionship title, see1rig th~t UNH 
The team, -which boasts the Last year he passed for 2; 134 due to injuries. In addit'ion to 
highest ·winning percentage yards and 15 touchdowns while his defense, he caught 4 passes 
(.746) over the past ten years, _ completing 55 percent of his for 71 yards on offense. 
- than any team in Divisipn I AA passes. He ranks in the top teri of 
· Last weekend the UNH cy- and UMass were very close in 
cling team cqm peted in the the standipgs. Coach Ron Lar-
.., Eastern Coll'~giate Cycl;ing amie's st;ategy was . .io "tokey 
Championships at Cornell Uni:- on UMass and get our-riders in 
versity. The overall title was _ the breaks." 1h' the A:race,CScott 
based on total point accumulated: Kasin got away in ·a break with · 
football, will look to Jean and - Farrell, now a strong safety, UNH's All-Time list for pass 
Farrell to lead them to their -v:as mov~~ from his wide re- receptions and yards r~ceiving 
sixth straight winning s_eason. _ . · Clever .12os1t1on on_ offense to t~e in a career. 
Both players were secoud .... clefe,ns1.ve .. ba.ckfaeld-a.fte;t .fl.J,S ,- ---:.. ,: ·· --- ,-.. ~.- -- .-: -,-· ,.,~ 
for the whole weekend. five othe·r riders. For· this effort, 
Saturday's racing consisted Kasin was· able to sprint to 'third 
of a six-man team time trial place at the finish liJ:?.e. , · _ 
team Air-Yankee Conference sophomore year, but not before. . With Jean ~nd Farre!l r~turn-
sele~tions last,year. posting impressive numbers. mg, a'ong with a solid lis~ of 
, "Bob and Bill are b9th highly As a freshman he caught 16 expenepced . players comrng 
', dedicated-to the game of foot- passes fo,r 266 yards and as a . back, next y~ar~ U~H f~o~ball 
. ball. I am very confident that sophomore he caught 36 passes team_ loqks like It will d~fm1tely 
_ they will do an outstanding job f~r 576 ya~ds-: . ~ontrnue to be a power .house 
(three riders fo tne women"'s - "I att acked and solo'ed for 
event) in the morning. This was eight to tep miles, then I was 
followed by a closed~eircuit . caught by five others," explained 
criterium which was held on the Kasin. "After that we worked 
Cornell campus. Sunday's race together and the break ·stayed 
was a hilly road race which was away." · 
for,our football team. It is always From h1~ strong safety pos1- m the Yankee Conference. 
, ,---- w .. LAX " 
held near . the Greek Peak ski After the group gained almost 
area in Ithaca, NY. Overall the a minute and a half on the rest 
UNH team did well, placi"ng of the field, other riders attacked 
second behind UMass. in an attempt to bridge up to 
(continued from page 28) 
1 
Head Coach Marge Anderson 
was .forced to make a lacrosse 
team out of a bunch of athletes. 
· _ While she was not totally un-
successful, the youth of this team. 
· ·~ really showed in the close 
games. The pressure was just 
a little too much. ' · 
Yesterday, though, the 'Cats 
rebounded with ·a s'olid transi-
tion and defensive game, espe-. 
cially in the second half, to take 
control and defeat Vermont 11-i. ' 
"There was no pressure," 
· McBarron said. "A loss wouldn't 
have affected µs in a bad way. 
We hadfon yesterday." -
The Wildcats blew open the 
game . in the second half . by 
scoring five out of the six goals. 
Kierstin Coppola scored two 
of those five second half goals. 
Those were her first points of 
the season and her collegiate 
career. 
"In the second half we knew 
· we were the better team," 
McBarron said. "We just had 
the ball more .than they did ~d 
we scored more t:han they 'd. 
·-The ttansitiqn game was r e 
key." . 
y ou a re ready f o~ 
·The New 
Hampshire!!/ 
The weekend started off in the first group. Among these 
UNH's favor after the results . were UNH's Doug Tanner, 
of the team time trials were Chuck Law.rence, and Marc 
posted'. The A-team, consisting Gullickson. As a result of these· 
of Doug Tanner, Chuck Law- two breaks, both UNH and 
rence, Scott Kasin, Chris Bar- UMass had three riders in the 
stow, Mike Gemmel, and Marc top ten, making scoring very . ~.-;, 
Gullickson, posted the fastest close. 
time in the· event, putting them In the B-race, UNH worked 
in .· first pla"ce. · The B-team, well together, and in the final 
consisting of Brad Roucher, sprint Brad . Boucher placed . 
Doug Carson, Tom Cooke, tenth and Eric Hemuller placed 
Stuart Kremzner,Jeff Gold, and · twelfth. ln ;the C-race, UNH 
Eric Hemuller, also took firS t rider Brett Murray showed his 
place in their category, almoSt strength again as he easily took 
a minute and a half faster than · third place. _ 
the seco_nd place team. In the wornen'.s road race, · 
The women also placed well, Tiffany Beck fjnished tenth, 
as Sue Maydwell, Sandra Jones, followed by Sandra Jones, Tanya 
Good pitching helped the 'Cats place an_odier mark in th<;! win and Tanya Horne took third Horne, and Sue MaydweH .. 
· column this-week.(Ronit Larone photo) · · · · · · ' ·  • - · J?l,a~~,: · · · · · · · ' · 
· 11 'h T · · id ' · · ·d . Afre'r ' the final scoring, : -'B. BAL. L f - -- - ·.. a t at e1xeira wou , ·, ne_e_, .• ,· '. Following the. t-ime. triaJs was .· UMass edge-.d out UN .. H by a • - • rom page 28) • H 11 d th h th nth ... . , . . . . h . , , . . . 11 , · · · . •, · ·e -ro e roug . · e sev:~., · · a · cr.1termm on t e Corne mere seventy points~ Second 
! and pitched his way to his fifth i~riing, ·allowing only a one- out. ··Campus·. ·The course consisted place was not bad consider
ing 
win of the year, but not before s~ngle. The gan~e e
nd~d when of an eight-tenths of a mile loop .that UNH won both the men's 
a·11ow1·ng the ·Fr1·ars 'two .runs 1·n firSt baseman Mike Smi
th made with a moderate hill and a fast -_, A dB · · I I d. 'd 11 
I · b ff . 1· d · 
an . time tna s. n 1v1 · ua y, 
the fifth (the runs were charged a eaprng sta O a me nve descenr. In the A-race Chuck Chuck Lawrence placed thi
rd 
to Emery). A walk loaded the t?at v:-as1 headed for 
the rig~t Lawrence placed founh and overall fot the A's, and Brett 
bases and Teixeira surrendered field lrn.e ~nd _may have scored Chris Bar5tow placed sixth. Murray placed first overall 
for 
a two-run single to tie the game the Providence runner from Doug Tanner also rode well and the C's. As a result of th
efr 
at'two. first base. - placed twelfth. · second place finish; UNH a
lso 
Levin reached base in the fifth The Wildcats dropped game In the B-race, Brad Boucher qualified' to send a·team qf five
 
· with a one-out single, his second one 6-2. Their only two ru:ns sprin.ted his way to fourth place men and three women to Na·-
hit of the game. Sweet followed came in th~_ first inning. Aftet while Tom Cook and Stuart tionals which will be held
 in ,. 
with a line drive down the left- that they · could not get to Kremzner finished right behind · California. 
field line, advancing Levin .to Providence's lefty Mark Lough- h_im to take fifth and sixth. C- Note: As well as compet
ing 
second. Chris Schott walked to Hn. · , nder Brett Murray also_ showed in the collegiate nationals, UN
H 
load the bases and Levin scored · h h k h d I The Wild( at's record now ~tre1:1gt as e too t Ir Pace ~. cyclists Doug Tanner and C,huck 
the winning tun when .Scott h 
McDonald's hot shot could riot stands a-t 11 i25, but they still m is race. Lawrence are planning on co
m-
be ·handled by ·t he Providence ha.ye ~ig~t gam es to p~a¥:, 'fh
0
eir_ · ,.-./ ·~u.nday;s : ?~d. rac~·: proved t0 , p_eti?g .ifl _t~~. Olympic td~ls to 
infield. next home g;ime w 111 be : 0
1rt . ~ be th e dec1dmg ·factor .as" to . .fight ~or spots on the 1988 
The one- r~n lead would be Saturdar agaip~t Northeastern. whom would claim the cham- OlympIC sqad. 
r 
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Sports 
Women's ·Iax wins finale, tops Vermont 
. . . . ,. 
;,r~ : ,..,, 
. -·~ ·1'!: .. _.·#~:.-1;1· 
;' - -~~-;~!_;, 
By John Kelley 
All streaks must come to an 
end sometime. The Baltimor'e 
Orioles were not bad enough 
to finish the season at 0-162, 
the Mo'ntreal Canadiens were 
not good enough to defeat the 
Boston Bruins again, and the 
women's lacrosse team was 
simply too talented to keep 
losing. · 
For the average fan, this 11-
7 victory over the Vermqnt 
Catamounts in the Green Moun-
tain State meant little. But the 
players, especially the seniors, 
are very happy to end the streak, 
the season, and some careers 
with a big W. . 
The careers of Karen McBar-
ron, Cathy Narsiff (better start 
looking for a goaltender Marge), 
Emily Brown, _Kate Dumphy, 
and Katey Stone ended Wed-
nesday. 
"It was very important to win 
that last game," McBarron said. 
"Because we had so many con-
secutive losses and the players 
next year will remember the last 
game mbre than any others just 
because it is the last game," she . 
said. 
The women's lacrosse team 
The 'Cats won their first three 
games against not-so-hot op-
ponents, but still played some 
quality .la,'cr,osse. When they 
r.eached the tough pan of their 
schedule they did not fold, they 
just couldn' t come up with the 
big play. 
The main problem for the 
'Cats this season was they just 
couldn't capitalize on other 
teams' _mistakes. In too many 
games this season, they allowed 
the other team back into the 
game (remember Brown 
anyone?). 
. During the eight game win-
less streak, they should have 
won at least three and possibly 
five of those games; They easily 
should have defeated Boston 
College, Brown, and UMass. 
The 'Cats were defeating 
number-one ranked Temple and 
nationally ranked Penn State 
but could not hold the lead. If 
they did they would have been 
a team _concerned with the 
playoffs, not finals · and sun-
shine. 
Of course, one must · re-
member the inexperience of this 
squad. At the beginning of. the 
season there were five p layers 
did not prove it this year, but 
,The women's lacrosse,team had a big second half Tuesday, as they ended the season by defeating they_ were a good team. This 
IJVM and halting an eight game losing stre~k.(Ronit Larone photo) team very realistically could 
· without any lacrosse experience. 
S k • · · 
_ have made the playoffs. 
pea 1ng ons t . . . . . 
By!~~;:~, r.:~~\uesday's Speaking on SpoP.~ E., 8 Base ball .. t earn takes . 0 n e 
. W. LAX .p. 2_7 
necessarily agree that Doug Flutie is the man for the job. 
However that is not a problem that has to beworried about . 
for awhile. 
Instead I found a problem that burns me and a few others 
right here at UNH. This is a sports issue. No names will be 
mentioned in this story because the group is too large. 
There is a group of guys who play street hockey on one of 
the tennis courts out in back of Fairchild Hall every evening 
from approximately five until dark. I should say there was 
· this group because, thanks to a petition by some narrow minded 
people who are only concerned about how things. affect them 
not how they affect o_ther people, the group is no longer allowed 
. to play. 
There is . a rule that the courts should not be used for hock'ey 
purposes because it causes unnecessary wear on the courts. 
I would like to see proof that this occurs. The funny thing 
about that rule is that it was thrown together half way through -, 
· last spring when someone complained about not being able 
to get a court. 
No one complains when it is cold or rainy but the fair 
weathered complainers are out in full force once the sun shin~s. 
I say stay indoors. 
This petition isn't worth the paper it is written on. They 
have accused the group of taking over the court. The fact of 
the matter is that the group who is playing consists of, on 
the average, 10 to 15 players . If they wanted to play tennis 
as a group that long on the court, they could conceivably tie 
up the court· for the whole day. 
Now here are the 'problems. The tennis courts are technically 
just for tennis, however, there is really no better plac:e and 
safer place to play hockey. The unencl'o~ed area ~o the left 
of the basketball courts in. Area 2 is neither safe nor practical. 
The lack of fencing interferes with the basketball games. 
The petition has wrongly accused the group of, being the 
entire hockey team: This has in turn pu~ the players and coaches 
in a tough position. They are not allowed to play in intramural . 
· hockey and now they can't play outside. Let's just lock the 
sticks away after the season and not let them play anywhere. 
The group is not the entire hockey team and in fact the group 
consists mostly of ex-players and students. 
All these things aren't the issue. The_ issue is that there 
are fourteen tenn•is courts at the field house, another three 
or four at Congreve Hall and two behind Fairchild. They are 
only asking for one court to play hockey. I walk by those courts 
at couple of times daily and no one is out there. 
Get up and go play tennis somewhere else and let these 
guys have ONE court for their puroses. Save your petitions 
for something worthwhile and don' t bother taking the issue 
to the press as you threatened to be<l:ause it will be in the first 
trash bag I can find. . . , 
My proposal is to allow the court to be used for hockty , 
evenings from five until_ dark after daylight savings and fout:. 
until dark prior to that time. . 
This, in my opinion, would keep everyone happy. 
By Bob Barrett 
The baseball . team rebounded 
from .Tuesday's disappointing 
doubleheader loss to Division 
III Plymouth State and earned 
\a split with Providence yester-
day. 
The Wildcats are in the mid-
dle of a 12-game, nine-day 
stretch that will close out their 
season. Their 3-2 win in game 
two yesterday, following a 6-
2 loss in game one, will carry 
them into a single game tomor-
row -at Holy Cross and a three-
game set with Northeastern this 
weekend. scored on a come-backer by Dan 
In the win, both the Wildcats Sweet. Levin appeared to be out, 
and the Friars had trouble but he avoided Joe Mariani's tag 
scoring early. Both teams were with a nice hook slide. · 
supported by strong pitching UNH's Ian Emery was-cruis-
performances and some fine ing in the fifth innirig when he 
defense. was struck on the kneecap by 
The game was scoreless until a line drive off the bat of 
the fourth inning,when UNH Providence's Steve- Castro. 
got to Providence's John LaRose . Emery left the game with 
for two runs. Jim Lucci reached runners on first and second and 
on an error and moved to second two outs in the fifth inning. ' -
on Matt Moran's sacrifice bunt. Joe Teixeira made a rare 
A passed ball moved Lucci to appearance out of the bullpen 
third, and he scored on a triph~ . . 
by Mike Levin. Levin then· _·_ · . BASEBALLp. 27 -:- . 
::--......,;_--"=-■-----■ 
1The 'UNH ~aseball squad is all smiles aft,er topping the .Providence College Friars in game 
. two of a doubleheader. (Ronit Larone photo) . · , . · , 
